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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Oxygen Polarography in the Awake Macaque:
Bridging BOLD fMRI and Electrophysiology

by
William Joseph Bentley
Doctor of Philosophy in Biology and Biomedical Sciences
Neurosciences
Washington University in St Louis, 2014
Professor Lawrence Snyder, Chair

Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI is the predominant method for evaluating human brain activity. This technique identifies brain activity by measuring blood oxygen changes associated with neural activity. Although clearly related, the nature of the relationship between BOLD fMRI identified brain activity and electrophysiologically measured neural activity remains unclear. Direct comparison of BOLD fMRI and electrophysiology has been severely limited by the technical challenges of combining the two techniques. Microelectrode electrophysiology in non-human primates is an excellent platform for studying neural activity related to high order brain function similar to those commonly studied with BOLD fMRI in humans, i.e. attention, working memory, engagement. This thesis discusses the development of, validation of, and first results obtained using a new multi-site oxygen polarographic recording system in the awake macaques as a surrogate for BOLD fMRI. Oxygen polarography measures tissue oxygen which is coupled to blood oxygen. This tool offers higher resolution than BOLD fMRI and can be more readily combined with electrophysiology.

Using this new tool we evaluated local field potential and oxygen responses to an engaging visual stimulus in two distinct brain systems. In area V3, a key region in the
visual system and representative of stimulus driven sensory cortex, we show increased
tissue oxygen and local field potential power in response to visual stimulus. In area 23
of the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), a hub of the default-mode network we show
decreased oxygen and local field potential in response to the same stimulus. The
default-mode network is a set of brain regions identified in humans whose BOLD fMRI
activity is higher at rest than during external engagement, arguing that they sub-serve a
function that is engaged as the “default-mode” in humans.

Our results provide new evidence of default-mode network activity in the macaque
similar to that seen in humans, provide evidence that the BOLD identified default-mode
suppression reflects neural suppression and overall support a strong relationship
between neural activity and BOLD fMRI. However, we also note that the LFP
responses in both regions show substantial nuances that cannot be seen in the oxygen
response and suggest response complexity that is invisible with fMRI. Further, the
nature of the relationship between LFP and oxygen differs between regions.

Our multi-site technique also allows us to evaluate inter-regional interaction of
ongoing oxygen fluctuations. Inter-regional correlation of BOLD fMRI fluctuations is
commonly used as an index of functional connectivity and has provided new insight into
behaviorally relevant aspects of the brain’s organization and its disruption in disease.
Here we demonstrate that we can measure the same inter-regional correlation using
oxygen polarography. We utilize the increased resolution of our technique to
investigate the frequency structure of the signals driving the correlation and find that
inter-regional correlation of oxygen fluctuations appears to depend on a rhythmic
mechanism operating at ~0.06 Hz.
Chapter 1: Introduction

Overview

Since its initial demonstration by Ogawa et al, blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), has provided an un-paralleled window into the active human brain. This technique provides a non-invasive near simultaneous view of activity in the whole brain and is used to study both task driven and ongoing intrinsic fluctuations in brain activity. Comparison of task driven brain activity under different carefully controlled conditions and the inter-regional interactions of task independent ongoing activity have both provided enormous insight into the functional structure of the human brain. [1-5]

However, BOLD fMRI is an indirect measure of neural activity. Fox and Raichle demonstrated that when neural activity in a brain region is increased by a task, there is commonly an increase in local blood oxygen[6], and thus in the BOLD signal. [7] Stimulus driven increases in neural activity increase metabolic demand, and thus consumption of oxygen. However, the increase in activity is also generally accompanied by an increase in blood flow. The increase in supply overwhelms the increased consumption leading to an increase in local blood (or brain) oxygen. This increase in local blood oxygen can be detected by BOLD fMRI. BOLD measures the hemodynamic changes (metabolic/vascular balance) accompanying neural activity. It is commonly expected that the BOLD response is a linear reflection of some facet of neural activity. [6-12]
Despite strong evidence that stimulus driven neural activity is commonly associated with hemodynamic changes there remains significant controversy about the neural BOLD relationship. The stability of the relationship across cortex, tasks, or response types is largely unknown. For example, the hemodynamic response efficiency, magnitude of a BOLD response to a given neural response, might vary across cortex. [13-19] There is also concern that BOLD responses may not always reflect neural activity or conversely that neural activity may not always result in hemodynamic changes detectable with BOLD.[20-23] Further, in contrast to BOLD increases discussed above, we know very little about commonly observed decreases in the BOLD signal. They could reflect increased neural activity without an increase in blood flow, or sustained neural activity in the face of shunting of blood flow to more active stimulus driven cortex, or they could truly reflect suppression of neural activity and coincident undershoot of blood flow. [24-26] Finally, although a relationship has been shown, almost nothing is known about the neural correlates of ongoing fluctuations in the BOLD fMRI signal or the mechanisms driving their inter-regional correlation.[24, 25, 27-30]

Efforts to evaluate the relationship between neural activity and BOLD, or between electrophysiological and hemodynamic measures of neural activity, have taken two paths. A large body of research, (reviewed in [25, 31]), has identified a long list of mechanisms through which neural activity can influence metabolism and or vascular tone and thus impact the BOLD signal. At present this set of potential neural-BOLD links has not produced a comprehensive model that describes the neural-BOLD relationship or can reliably predict one signal from the other. While this set of mechanisms strengthens the argument that BOLD fMRI and neural activity are tightly
related, it does not clarify the nature of the relationship. In fact it suggests that there may not be a direct relationship, with independent inputs driving neural and vascular responses in parallel. [25] Further, this work has been done primarily in anesthetized rodents, limiting its power to aid in interpretation of BOLD fMRI study of high order brain functions in awake humans. Tissue oxygen recording in the awake macaque in combination with drug manipulations of the mechanisms seen in rodents and task-state or behavioral manipulations would significantly extend this work.

A small body of work has directly compared electrophysiological and BOLD measurement of brain activity. Short of knowing the mechanistic link between neural activity and BOLD, direct comparison provides invaluable insight into the nature of the relationship. This small body of work is exceptional and provides strong support for a neural bold link. However, despite significant efforts, only a handful of papers directly comparing electrophysiological and BOLD data exist. Further, the details of how electrophysiological activity relates to BOLD fMRI vary across studies. [26, 30, 32-37]

Direct comparison of BOLD and electrophysiology has been severely limited by technical challenges. The powerful and changing magnetic fields of fMRI and sensitive, often metal and electrically active electrophysiological recording equipment fundamentally interfere with each other. To some degree this interference can be controlled for with active and passive shielding and its remaining impacts modeled and regressed from the data. However, interference driven artifacts result in substantial loss of data quality. ([37], personal communication Drs. Katy Chang and Linda Larson-Prior) Comparison of BOLD fMRI and electrophysiology is further limited by substantial mismatches in the resolution of the two techniques. Finally, with a few exceptions,
comparison of BOLD and invasive electrophysiology has been done in primary sensory
cortex of anesthetized animals.[38] Anesthesia by definition alters brain function, and
primary sensory areas may not be representative of the whole brain.[13]

The gold standard for directly studying neural activity supporting the high order
behaviors studied with BOLD fMRI in humans, is microelectrode electrophysiology in
awake behaving macaques. These animals are capable of learning complex behaviors
similar to humans but do not appear to possess enough self-awareness to preclude
invasive use. Awake macaque fMRI is possible, enabling potential serial comparison of
BOLD and electrophysiology in response to tasks or stimuli.[39] However, awake
macaque fMRI is exceptionally difficult and combining awake animal imaging with
electrophysiology is exponentially more so. Of particular note, animal movement
disrupts the stable magnetic fields needed for BOLD fMRI and can move
electrophysiological recording equipment. Movement of electrical recording equipment
in the strong magnetic field BOLD fMRI environment induces complex artifacts that
cannot be easily shielded against or regressed out.

Given the importance of the awake macaque model and difficulties combining
electrophysiology and BOLD fMRI in awake macaques and the resulting limitations on
active study, an alternative less technically demanding platform for comparing BOLD
fMRI related and electrophysiological signals in awake macaques would greatly
facilitate our understanding of the relationship of these two measures of brain activity.
Oxygen polarographic recording can provide this platform. Polarography is an electrode
based technique that can be readily integrated into the standard macaque experimental
setup and recorded alongside electrophysiology without interference. Since blood and
tissue oxygen are in equilibrium, oxygen polarography is sensitive to the same changes in oxygen supply and demand reflected in BOLD fMRI, and is a reasonable surrogate.

Oxygen polarography has a long and continued presence in neuroscience. Oxygen polarographic studies in neurosurgical patients in the 1960’s may have been the first demonstration of task related increases in local oxygen now studied with BOLD fMRI. Recent work by the Freeman group has provided insight into differences in the spatial scale of neural and hemodynamic responses and into the role of synaptic vs. spiking activity in driving the neural activity related oxygen changes.[40-48]

Unfortunately, historical polarographic work was done with custom systems that cannot be recreated from published materials. Recent polarographic work and commercially available polarographic systems rely on specialized polarographic electrodes, Clark electrodes. These electrodes are suitable for acute experiments in small, anesthetized animals, however, they are too short and fragile for use in awake monkeys. In order to implement oxygen polarography in the awake macaque development of a monkey specific system was required. Development is discussed in chapter 2.

To provide a reasonable surrogate for BOLD fMRI an oxygen polarographic system must be able to allow study of both task-driven oxygen changes and long-range inter-regional interactions of oxygen fluctuations. The system I designed is based around microelectrodes conditioned for oxygen recording. Currently our hardware allows simultaneous recording from 4 oxygen sensitive electrodes with spacing of 0.5 mm and
greater. This is sufficient to study stimulus responses and inter-regional interactions of ongoing activity. Electrodes can be targeted anywhere in the brain.

Further, the system should provide easier implementation than awake animal BOLD fMRI and be readily combined with electrophysiology. This system can be integrated into the standard macaque recording setup and is robust to animal movement. Thus it allows standard macaque behavioral control. This system is far easier to implement under a range of behavioral conditions, including the resting state, in awake animals than BOLD fMRI. The system is capable of recording fluctuations in tissue oxygen with a temporal resolution of 20 samples/s and a spatial specificity of 30-100 microns.[49] This is dramatically closer to the resolution of electrophysiological recording than possible with BOLD fMRI, and much closer to the scale of neural architecture and activity, i.e. cortical columns. Higher resolution and improved location matching allows much more direct comparison of polarographic and electrophysiological recordings than is possible with BOLD fMRI.

Finally, electrophysiology and oxygen can be recorded from neighboring electrodes simultaneously without interference. For exact co-localization the microelectrodes utilized for this technique can also be used to record electrophysiology. Serial recording of electrophysiology and oxygen from the same electrode allows perfect co-localization of the two signals. In summary, with this system, awake macaque oxygen polarographic recording is far easier to implement in awake animals, provides higher resolution, and allows more direct comparison of hemodynamic and electrophysiological signals under a wider range of behavioral conditions than is possible with BOLD fMRI.
The primary drawback of this system compared to BOLD fMRI is loss of coverage. Coverage and resolution of our system is determined by how close and how many electrodes we can place. Four electrodes are sufficient to study most relevant phenomena, including inter-regional interaction. However, for increased coverage, the basic elements of the designed system, electrodes and electronics, could be readily replicated and the system expanded to more sites. For higher resolution, electrode placement hardware can be adapted to allow closer spacing.

Using this system we recorded visually driven oxygen and co-localized electrophysiology (serially from the same electrode) in two very different neural systems with very different task driven human BOLD fMRI responses, the visual system (area V3) and the default mode system (posterior cingulate). The default-mode network is a set of brain regions identified in humans whose BOLD fMRI activity is higher at rest than during external engagement, arguing that they sub-serve a function that humans engage as a “default-mode”. Our results overall support a strong relationship between oxygen and neural activity in both systems and add to our understanding of the general relationship between neural and BOLD activity.

As expected for a visual area, in response to 15 s of stroboscopic illumination area V3 showed increased oxygen levels and overall increased neural activity. However, low frequency local field potential power was suppressed. Both the increase in neural activity and this suppression were strongly correlated with oxygen modulation suggesting that the neural oxygen relationship, while strong, is not always straightforward.
Consistent with human default mode network behavior, the posterior cingulated, (PCC), showed suppression of both neural activity and oxygen levels in response to the same stimulus. Our results provide new evidence that the macaque’s default mode network behaves similarly to that seen in humans and are the first direct comparisons of electrophysiological and hemodynamic activity in the default mode network. Our results argue that the default mode network suppression identified with BOLD fMRI is reflective of suppression of neural activity. Local field potential, (LFP), power at all frequencies in PCC is suppressed and highly correlated with oxygen suppression. However, our LFP results also show multiple LFP timecourses in PCC and suggest multiple suppressed neural processes in PCC.

In addition, analysis of the mathematical relationship between oxygen and neural activity argues that the relationship differs between regions. The presence of multiple LFP waveforms, or neural processes, in both regions, the potential differences in the relationship of these processes to oxygen activity, and the apparent difference in the neural oxygen relationship between regions open many new lines of inquiry into the nature of the processes in V3 and PCC, the nature of the suppressed “default” processes in PCC, and which processes are best reflected in hemodynamic signals. These experiments are discussed in chapter 3.

We also evaluated inter-regional interactions of ongoing oxygen fluctuations. We confirm that we can measure the same inter-regional interactions studied with BOLD fMRI. These results are in large part a proof of concept and demonstrate that our technique meets a major design goal: the ability to study inter-regional interaction of ongoing fluctuations in tissue oxygen. Utilizing the greater spectral resolution of our
technique compared to BOLD, we demonstrate that inter-regional correlation of oxygen fluctuations only occurs in a band-limited frequency range, and argue that correlation reflects rhythmic activity at ~0.06 Hz. Further, since the spatial scale of our technique is much finer than commonly used with BOLD fMRI, we argue that inter-regionally related ongoing fluctuations reflect a moderately uniform and dominant regional signal. In contrast, it was possible that inter-regionally correlated activity was visible with fMRI due to averaging over larger volumes and would be overwhelmed by local activity at our spatial scale. These results are presented in chapter 4.

The results presented here are novel and compelling however, they are just the beginning. Having established the motivation for, validity of and power of our polarographic technique we conclude with discussion of the new experiments we have begun and future experiments that our new system enables. Before discussing the development of our system in chapter 2 and results in chapters 3 and 4, it is worthwhile to review a sampling of relevant background literature and to further elaborate the argument for and benefits of using oxygen polarography as a surrogate for BOLD fMRI.

**Background**

**Bold:**

Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a ubiquitous tool in systems neuroscience. This technique measures hemodynamic changes thought to be associated with neural activity. In general BOLD fMRI in humans provides images covering the whole brain with a spatial resolution of millimeters and a temporal resolution of seconds providing a well-localized, non-invasive view of whole brain function. [3] Due to these features, BOLD fMRI is our
primary window into the location and structure of brain activity related to human behavior. Its uses include real time biofeedback [50, 51], assessment of inter-regional interactions and information distribution among brain regions [52, 53], decoding of brain activity using multi-voxel pattern analysis to compare ongoing activity to classifiers identified under stimulated conditions [54], clinical applications [55], including identifying eloquent cortex before neurosurgery [56, 57], and identification of disease relevant distortions in organization or function. [2] Perhaps most prominently, BOLD fMRI has allowed significant progress in parsing the architecture and spatial location in the brain of neural processes underlying human cognitive behaviors (for example, [58]). (See below for deeper discussion of the origin of the BOLD signal, chapter 2, and its relationship to neural activity, below.)

BOLD fMRI studies can in general be split into two types [59]: studies that evaluate carefully controlled task or stimulus driven changes in the BOLD fMRI signal and studies that investigate structure in ongoing, task-independent, fluctuations in the BOLD fMRI signal. Careful comparison of the pattern of task driven BOLD activity under different task conditions has provided insight into both the localization of brain functions and the architecture of the brain itself. The pattern of brain activity can be used to adjudicate on whether or not two tasks depend on similar or different brain regions. This in turn has implications for whether or not similar processes are involved. In addition to clearly task driven signals, the BOLD fMRI signal also shows apparently un-driven fluctuations that are highly correlated among functionally related regions. The time-course of these fluctuations and the pattern of their inter-regional temporal dependence have both been linked to variability in continuous behavior, inter-individual
differences in ability and aberrant brain function with disease. The inter-regional relationships indicated by the correlation of these apparently un-driven fluctuations are thought to reflect the functional organization of the brain, or its functional connectivity. [1, 2, 7, 12, 60-73] Given the ubiquity of BOLD fMRI a full review is unwarranted. More to the point we will review electrophysiological measurement of neural activity, efforts to relate BOLD and neural activity, the history of oxygen polarography in neuroscience and as a prelude to chapters 3 and 4, the default mode of brain function and the significance of BOLD fMRI functional connectivity analyses.

Electrophysiological Measurement of Neural Activity:

Electrophysiology is the measurement of the electrical activity of neurons. The electrical potentials generated at synapses and along dendrites and the generation of action potentials result in both intracellular and extracellular electric fields that can be detected with a variety of techniques. The fundamental resolution of electrophysiology depends on the type of neural activity being measured. Action potentials are limited to a resolution of about 20 microns (1 neuron). Synaptic signals are limited to a single synapse or about 1 micron. The practical limits and nature of the electrical activity that can be recorded in vivo depend on the recording technique.

High resolution electrophysiological study relies on invasive techniques in animal models. Resolution of single synapses requires intracellular recording in slice preparations[74]. In vivo intracellular recording can record sub-threshold membrane voltage fluctuations and provide insight into activity of single dendrites[75]. Optical imaging of voltage sensitive dyes can simultaneously record the activity of multiple single neurons.[76, 77] Standard extracellular microelectrode recording can isolate
action potentials from single neurons. It is not possible to record single synapses using standard extracellular microelectrodes. However, local field potentials (LFP) recorded with extracellular electrodes can provide measures of population spiking and synaptic activity. High frequency (≥ 1 kHz) electrical activity is thought to reflect action potentials from multiple local neurons. These recordings are referred to as multi-unit activity (MUA). Local field potentials (lower frequency <300 Hz electrical activity) are believed to result from the spatial and temporal summation of potentials occurring at the synapses and along the dendrites of nearby neurons. The exact spatial and temporal organization of neural activity underlying LFPs is unknown. However, it is believed that LFP's recorded with standard microelectrodes represent concerted activity of neurons within a several hundred micron radius of the electrode[78]. This spatial sensitivity depends on the size and location of the electrode.

Non-invasive methods like EEG and MEG, the electrophysiological methods commonly available for human studies, record essentially the same phenomenon as LFP's, the summation of neural potentials. However, MEG and EEG record summation of neural potentials that reach the scalp. Due to the size of electrodes and the distance from the brain, the location and extent of the summed neural activity seen with these techniques can only be localized to very general brain regions. Electrocorticography in human patients in whom electrodes are placed on the brain surface for localization of epileptic foci can provide higher resolutions. This technique has greater spatial resolution and specificity than EEG. However, this technique is invasive, can only be used in an inherently small subject pool whose brain activity is known to be abnormal, is constrained to recording sites chosen by medical need without regard to experimental
value, and provides substantially less resolution than microelectrode recording in animals.

Of the possible tools and platforms for electrophysiological study of the brain, microelectrode recording of extracellular electrical activity in the awake macaque continues to be the gold standard for studying the neural underpinnings of higher order brain functions. Due to technical constraints, intracellular and optical recording techniques cannot be readily implemented in awake macaques. However, unlike small animals in which these tools are available, macaques have brains that share substantial homology with the human brain and can be trained to perform complex tasks. These animals are not self-aware in the sense of apes or humans, or in such a way to prohibit invasive recording on ethical grounds. The awake macaque is a unique animal model allowing the closest link between invasive animal electrophysiology and human brain activity.

**BOLD fMRI and Electrophysiological Measurements:**

It should be clear from the above that BOLD fMRI has and continues to play an invaluable role in neuroscience and provides otherwise impossible insight into human brain function. However, since BOLD fMRI is a hemodynamic measurement and not a direct measure of neural activity, its interpretation is limited. Electrophysiological measurement can be directly tied to neural activity. However, electrophysiology often focuses on well identified electrical phenomena, like action potentials, and may miss more complicated aspects of neural population activity that are reflected in the hemodynamic signals. If one assumes that hemodynamic activity has a neural origin, linking hemodynamic measure like BOLD and electrophysiology might encourage exploration of and thus identification of relevant aspects of neural population behavior.
often ignored with electrophysiology. Linking these two measures can validate and clarify the neural basis of BOLD fMRI findings in humans and may motivate greater understanding of electrophysiological activity.

Directly relating BOLD to electrophysiological measures of neural activity presents several methodological challenges. One must decide how to measure neural activity (MEG, EEG, eCOG, micro-electrode), whether or not simultaneous BOLD fMRI is possible, and whether or not to use an alternate measure of hemodynamic activity. Further, one must decide how to relate the two types of signals, and/or to what degree the signals must be transformed before comparison.

Several strategies have been employed. BOLD fMRI and micro-electrode recordings in animals, or electrocorticographic signals from human patients, have been recorded serially in response to similar tasks and compared. BOLD fMRI and EEG have been simultaneously recorded in humans and a few labs in the world are able to simultaneously measure BOLD fMRI and electrophysiology in experimental animals including rodents and macaques. [13, 37, 79] Finally, other hemodynamic measurements that are related to BOLD fMRI can be recorded simultaneously with electrophysiology. [25]

Efforts to serially measure electrophysiology and BOLD fMRI are limited by an inherent time gap between recordings, difficulty matching recording location and stimuli, and changes in the state of the animals or patient. [22, 39] Movement of the subject in and out of the magnet and subsequent placement of recording equipment creates difficulty in co-localization of recording sites. Further, the fMRI and electrophysiological
environment have several substantial differences, including the loud sounds and movement of the fMRI environment, that lead to substantial changes in the recording environment and limit comparison. It is also often difficult to ensure that the subject’s experience of stimuli used in and out of the fMRI environment is consistent. These issues are present in both animal and human serial comparisons of micro-electrode or eCog recordings and BOLD fMRI. Comparing eCog in human patients to BOLD presents further challenges. Patients with electrodes implanted for localization or epileptic foci are relatively rare and electrode locations and experimental access is limited by medical constraints. The presence of epileptogenic cortex near recording sites raises concerns about the generalizability of the results. Further, BOLD and electrophysiological recordings are at best several days apart and often before and after major surgery for implanting the electrodes.

Simultaneous BOLD fMRI and electrophysiology (EEG in humans or micro-electrode in animals) is limited by an inherent mismatch between the two techniques. The measurement techniques interfere with each other and fundamentally degrade the quality of both data types. Reliable BOLD fMRI signal detection requires stable magnetic fields and low electromagnetic interference. Standard electrophysiological recording equipment includes active electronics and can serve as an antenna for environmental noise. Both can introduce electromagnetic noise into the MRI recording environment, degrading data quality. Further, the metal hardware commonly used for electrophysiology disrupts the stability of local magnetic fields imaged with fMRI. For microelectrode recording in animals, the distortion of the BOLD signal around standard metal electrode makes tightly co-localized measurement effectively impossible.
Electrophysiological recording relies on reliable detection of millisecond order fluctuations in current and voltage. BOLD fMRI measurement utilizes strong magnetic fields, millisecond order changes in magnetic field, and microwave radio signals. The changing magnetic fields and radio signals of fMRI induce significant voltage and current artifacts in the electrophysiological measurement. Further, biological movement from heart rate and breath rate of the electrodes in the magnetic field induce current and cause artifacts. Active and passive shielding and data filtering can mitigate these issues. The interference and artifacts can be modeled and cleaned from the electrophysiological data. However, this data cleaning can significantly change the signal, and remove relevant features limiting comparison. Overall, there is a fundamental loss of signal quality compared to recording either signal alone. Signal averaging can overcome some loss of signal quality for stimulus driven BOLD fMRI electrophysiology comparisons. However, it is wholly unclear how substantial the impacts of signal distortions due to this technical interference on ongoing activity or its comparison are. [37, 80]

In a few labs EEG and microelectrode recording have been accomplished simultaneously with fMRI. [29, 30, 37, 81-85] However, even when the loss of signal quality is acceptable and electrophysiological and BOLD fMRI data are collected simultaneously, the results are not perfectly comparable. Differences in the spatial and temporal resolution of techniques limit the interpretation. Although band limited EEG power from multiple frequency bands has been shown to be related to BOLD fMRI (both stimulus driven and ongoing fluctuations), the specific neural origins of the EEG signals are generally unclear. EEG and MEG are poorly spatially localized. In contrast, the
spatial and temporal resolution of microelectrode recording is substantially greater than the resolution possible with BOLD fMRI. Relating microelectrode recording to BOLD fMRI requires substantial temporal smoothing, low-pass filtering and down-sampling, of the electrophysiological data. Smoothing blurs high frequencies differences among aspects of neural activity recorded that might otherwise be used to distinguish which aspects of neural activity best relate to BOLD fMRI.

Further, smoothing filter selection requires assumptions about the transform or nature of the neural bold relationship prior to direct comparison. In chapter 3 we provide evidence that the transform may vary between regions. Further, the transform may be different for different frequencies of neural activity. Comparison of electrophysiological and BOLD fMRI data after a transform is thus confounded. A particular relationship may appear artificially stronger or weaker depending on the accuracy of the chosen transform.

Since BOLD fMRI is distorted in the immediate vicinity of the electrode, assumptions must also be made about the spatial ubiquity of the electrophysiological data recorded from a single site. To date, microelectrode recording during BOLD fMRI has also been limited to single sites. Local electrophysiological fluctuations have been related to long-range correlated BOLD fMRI fluctuations. [27, 29, 30] However, single site recording does not allow identification of long-range neural relationships and thus limits identification of neural interactions underpinning long-range BOLD correlations. Overall, the fundamental mismatch in resolution and coverage of electrophysiological and BOLD fMRI measurements complicates comparison.
A few labs in the world have been able to perform simultaneous electrophysiology and BOLD fMRI in macaques. As a whole this work is exceptional and provides strong evidence that BOLD is generally related to neural activity. However, this work provides a complex and unfinished picture. This body of work is small, largely due to its extraordinary technical difficulty. Some argue that high frequency (gamma band, 30-150 Hz) local field potentials are the best neural correlate of BOLD fMRI. [26, 36, 37]. Some argue that low frequency LFP are a better predictor of BOLD fMRI behavior. [33] Some argue that the relationship between LFP and BOLD fMRI varies over time [30] or reflects complex features of the local field potential, multiple frequencies and cross frequency interactions. [27, 28]

With rare exception, [33, 36] direct comparison of BOLD fMRI and microelectrode electrophysiology has also been done in primary sensory cortex of anesthetized animals. Anesthesia by design interferes with neural processing of sensory input, and can influence vascular and metabolic activity. Awake macaque fMRI is possible, and in rare cases has been combined with electrophysiology. [36] However, awake macaque movement introduces complex artifacts into both electrophysiological and BOLD fMRI signals, making simultaneous awake macaque BOLD fMRI and electrophysiology even more prohibitively difficult than combing the measure in anesthetized animals.

The majority of human neuroimaging is focused on higher order cognitive processes of the awake brain. The gold standard animal model to study electrophysiological activity of higher order cognitive behaviors is the awake macaque. Awake macaque fMRI is possible. However, in addition to difficulties combining BOLD fMRI and electrophysiology, awake macaque fMRI is itself exceptionally difficult and only
performed by a handful of labs. The primary difficulty is controlling animal behavior. FMRI measurement requires subjects to remain still for extended periods. This is an unnatural task for the macaque, particularly in the loud and stimulating fMRI environment, and requires extensive training. Even with extensive training, long data recording sessions are required to get small amounts of “still” data [86]. Further, the small size of the macaque brain pushes the limits of fMRI. The animals are large enough that they cannot fit into the high field strength magnets used for rodent imaging, but at the edge of too small for human sized fMRI machines. This necessitates either custom fMRI machines, at several million dollars each, or low signal to noise. [87] These difficulties limit generalizability of awake macaque BOLD fMRI findings to human findings. The goal of awake macaque BOLD fMRI is to provide a serial link between high order behavior human BOLD and macaque electrophysiology findings. However, the difficulties of macaque fMRI raise concerns about the feasibility or validity of this approach. [88] (See below for difficulties identifying a default mode in macaques using BOLD fMRI)

Other measures of the metabolic and hemodynamic responses reflected in BOLD fMRI exist and can be used as a surrogate. Several optical imaging techniques exist for measuring blood flow and/or hemoglobin concentration. [89] Transcranial optical imaging is possible in awake humans and can be combined with EEG [90-92]. Brain surface optical imaging is possible in animal models, including awake macaques, and can be combined with micro-electrode recording of neural activity [93-97]. However, these methods are technically challenging, requiring substantial experimental setup,
and are only able to image superficial cortex. In the macaque, many areas of interest lie deep within sulci outside the reach of optical imaging.

Overall, serial or simultaneous comparison of BOLD fMRI and electrophysiology and or use of alternate hemodynamic techniques are prohibitively difficult to implement or compare. These tools so far provide an incomplete and conflicting picture of the neural BOLD fMRI relationship. Different studies argue for different neural features as the best correlate of BOLD (for a recent review see [13, 14]). Some even argue that they have identified behaviorally relevant hemodynamic activity without a neural correlate. [21] However, a negative finding is hard to justify and likely means that neural activity was inadequately estimated.

Given the importance of human BOLD fMRI the importance of the awake macaque model and the technical challenges of comparing electrophysiological and BOLD (or BOLD like) measures of neural activity; an alternative method that allows more flexible and active study of a hemodynamic surrogate in the awake macaque that can be combined with electrophysiology would be highly beneficial. Such a tool could provide a bridge allowing greater synthesis of human BOLD fMRI and macaque electrophysiological views of the brain.

Oxygen polarography is an electrode based electrochemical technique that can be readily integrated into the standard macaque electrophysiology setup. This technique has a long history in neuroscience, is far easier to implement on a recording by recording basis than optical imaging and is well matched in location and resolution to electrophysiology. Oxygen polarography records local tissue oxygen, which is highly
related to blood oxygen and BOLD fMRI, and allows recording of a hemodynamic signal alongside electrophysiology without interference. Despite its prior use in neuroscience, no commercially available system suitable for use in the awake macaque is available. As discussed in chapter 2, we developed our own system to allow high resolution study in the awake macaque of hemodynamic phenomena identified in humans with BOLD fMRI and to allow increased study of the neural BOLD relationship.

**Oxygen Polarography in Neuroscience:**

Oxygen polarography has a significant history in neuroscience beginning with Davies and Brink in 1942. [43] This technique is still used but fell out of fashion around the time of the advent of positron emission tomography (PET). The majority of oxygen polarography neuroscience was focused on average tissue oxygen under different conditions. Early work focused on conditions under which the brain was at risk for hypoxia. The bulk of available data concerns the partial pressure of oxygen in brain tissue under different conditions and in response to various surgically relevant manipulations. [41, 42, 98-106] A few early oxygen polarography studies explored task evoked changes in brain tissue oxygenation. These studies were in some sense the first observation of the phenomenon at the heart of the task BOLD response central to most fMRI. Currently the Freeman lab at Berkeley uses oxygen polarography as a surrogate for BOLD and examines the relationship of task evoked changes in tissue oxygenation to electrophysiological activity in anesthetized cats and a few other labs are using polarography to relate BOLD and electrophysiology in rats. [40-48, 105, 107-114]

Many of the early oxygen polarography studies remark on ongoing fluctuations in tissue oxygen as a fundamental property of the brain. However this variability was
generally orthogonal to the question of interest and was averaged out as noise. There was some interest in determining if tissue oxygen fluctuations represented fluctuations in systemic supply or were driven by a local process. Tissue oxygen variance was compared to variance in heart rate, arterial blood pressure, systemic oxygenation, respiration, and other physiological variables. Systemic variables explained a portion of tissue oxygen variance, however, the general consensus was that tissue oxygen variability was under local control. A few studies asked whether tissue oxygen fluctuations were correlated across multiple sites in the brain. The majority of these studies observed tissue oxygen fluctuations to be uncorrelated across cortex. [40, 42, 115] This result was consistent with the local phenomenon/local control viewpoint and the issue was dropped. However, Burgess and Shallet [116] published an abstract in Stroke reporting correlation in matching areas in the right and left cortex of rats.

The “uncorrelated” finding of these older papers raises concerns about the use of polarography as a tool for studying the long-range correlated fluctuations studied with BOLD fMRI. However, determining the significance of an r value is not trivial. The correlation values we observe (chapter 4) and reported in these older studies are in the 0.3-0.5 range which could easily be discarded as measurement artifact. BOLD fMRI provides the ability to image the whole brain. The functional significance and network structure of inter-regional correlation of ongoing fluctuations only became apparent when the whole brain pattern of correlation was observed. However, since this pattern is now known, the significance of the correlation structure of oxygen fluctuations can be interpreted based on the correlation structure expected from BOLD fMRI results.
This prior polarographic work demonstrates the ability of this technique to study the phenomena of interest, stimulus driven and ongoing fluctuations in oxygen likely underpinning modern BOLD fMRI studies. Given the special status of the awake macaque model in neuroscience and in the study of the BOLD fMRI neural relationship, there is good reason to extend polarographic recording in the modern era into the awake macaque. This model allows investigation of both BOLD fMRI and electrophysiological correlates of higher order cognitive function. However, given the difficulty of direct comparison, polarography can provide a bridge connecting BOLD fMRI and electrophysiology in the awake macaque.

**Oxygen Polarography vs. fMRI BOLD:**

Oxygen polarography is an electrode based technique and allows high resolution study of tissue oxygen concentration anywhere in the macaque brain that electrophysiological recording is possible. Tissue oxygen is a reasonable surrogate for BOLD fMRI. [45] As discussed in chapter 2, oxygen polarography and BOLD fMRI are both sensitive to local brain oxygen levels. BOLD fMRI detects changes in local magnetic properties caused by changes in the concentration of para-magnetic deoxyhemoglobin. The concentration of deoxyhemoglobin is directly tied to the ratio of oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin and thus reflects oxygen concentration in the blood. Oxygen polarography measures the local availability of oxygen molecules in tissue, tissue oxygen concentration.

Polarography provides several advantages over BOLD fMRI. The electrodes used for polarography are also suitable for electrophysiological recording when connected to an appropriate recording system. This allows recording of electrophysiology during
electrode penetration to aid in targeting, and perfectly co-localized recording of stimulus responses. As shown in chapter 3, we recorded electrophysiology and oxygen serially from the same electrode in response to visual stimuli.

In addition, neighboring polarographic and electrophysiological electrodes have no effect on each other, allowing simultaneous recording. However, the degree of response variability with our 0.5 mm electrode spacing is not yet well characterized. In theory, polarographic and electrophysiological systems could both be connected to a single electrode and both signals recorded simultaneously. However, capacitance in the electrode introduces a risk of crosstalk. We chose serial recording to allow perfect co-localization and avoid any possible crosstalk between the systems or differences in response at neighboring electrodes. Multi-site recording allows us to investigate long-range correlation of oxygen fluctuations, functional connectivity, discussed in chapter 4.

The spatial specificity and temporal resolution (20-100 micron spatial specificity, 20 Hz temporal resolution) of our polarographic system is also well matched to the resolution of microelectrode recording. Local field potentials are thought to reflect a few hundred microns of tissue. [117] Spiking activity is restricted to a still smaller volume depending on the number of cells, ranging from a similar range as LFPs for multi-unit recording to 20-50 microns for a single cell. The resolution of tissue oxygen measurement is also well matched to the scale of neurons (~20 microns) and cortical columns (~100 microns).

Differences in peak, onset, and or rate of rise, of tens to hundreds of milliseconds are reasonable for neurally driven activity. [47, 118] 20 Hz temporal resolution provides
a much better platform than BOLD fMRI for comparing oxygen fluctuation differences at the scale of these neural timing differences. The higher temporal resolution of polarography compared to BOLD provides greater leverage in discriminating, or ruling out a difference in, the relationship between different aspects of either stimulus driven or ongoing neural activity and oxygen.

At the common temporal resolution of BOLD, oxygen fluctuations due to heart contractions or breathing will be aliased and can alter the observed BOLD fMRI correlation. [119] At the resolution of our tissue oxygen technique these fluctuations can be directly observed and their impact on the correlation pattern can be measured and removed. Further, we can evaluate much higher frequency relationships than possible with BOLD fMRI. In sum, the closer resolution match allows more direct comparison than possible with the widely different BOLD fMRI (3mm, 3s) and electrophysiology resolutions.

In addition to blood oxygen level, the BOLD fMRI signal is influenced by blood flow and volume. Blood flow and volume are highly correlated with oxygenation. However, while unlikely, it is technically possible that a particular BOLD observation reflects something other than blood oxygen. If tissue oxygen and BOLD fMRI results emerge that are in conflict they may provide insight into the hemodynamic mechanism driving those results. Further, both techniques are influenced by different noise sources. Since oxygen concentration is the common variable between the techniques, response similarity can inform interpretation of the source of signals recorded with BOLD.
The Default-Mode:

As discussed, task driven BOLD fMRI responses have been used to localize function or develop models of cognitive process architecture by comparing the pattern of neural activity underpinning different task conditions. Intriguingly, a set of regions, now known as the default mode network, have been identified not for their task specific activation, but for deactivation by the majority of tasks and stimuli[120]. This deactivation by task or external engagement has led to the idea of a “default mode.” The “default-mode” of brain function is a hypothesized process or set of processes that is more engaged when subjects are at rest and not engaged with the external world, i.e. in a default state, and is suppressed (seen as BOLD fMRI suppression) when subjects switch from this default state to an externally directed state. [121, 122] The default-mode network consists of the posterior cingulate/retro-splenial cortex, the medial prefrontal cortex, lateral parietal cortex, the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, and sometimes includes medial temporal cortex. [68]

The nature of the default-mode function is a matter of ongoing debate. However, several lines of evidence point to an expectation modeling system [123] and roles in self-awareness and social cognition. Many of the default mode regions increase their activity during self-referential and autobiographical memory tasks. [124] There is also significant evidence that default mode network regions engage in social cognition, for example making judgments about others’ mental states. [125-127] Intriguingly, the default network shows substantial distortions in topography and behavior in schizophrenia and autism. [123, 128-131] Both disorders show marked distortions in awareness of self and others. Recent work in humans has linked the level of concern
with one’s thoughts, as opposed to the self-referential thoughts themselves, with activity in the default mode network. [132-134]. While such high cognitive functions remain possible in part in humans, the fact that external engagement suppressed default mode network activity in macaques, as discussed in chapter 3, argues for a more basic default mode network function. Evidence from macaque electrophysiology has shown neurons in default mode network regions that encode environmental uncertainty. [123, 135, 136] These results are consistent with a role for the default mode network in evaluating the importance of potential outcomes. Perhaps the default mode network is involved in modeling the future in the context of prior experience, and in humans such models have a substantial social component. [123]

The default mode network was first identified in analysis of PET imaging data and the majority of work supporting the default-mode has been done with BOLD fMRI. Hence, the neural underpinnings of default-mode network suppression are largely unknown. Suppression of neural activity could lead to increases or decreases in metabolic demand, depending on the activity of inhibitory neurons and to increases or decreases in blood flow. In some cases inhibitory neurons can inhibit blood flow. [24] Suppression of BOLD activity in the default mode network could reflect overall neural suppression or could reflect a complex set of increased and decreased neural activity and associated metabolic and hemodynamic activity that sums to an overall decrease in the BOLD signal.

A handful of papers in neurosurgical patients and two papers in macaques have examined the electrophysiology of default mode network suppression, in particular the posterior cingulate. [137-143] The responses reported were complex, and the tasks
used differed in structure from tasks used for BOLD fMRI. The studies in humans support an external engagement suppressed self-awareness process in PCC. However, as a whole, these studies, and our results shown in chapter 3, argue that there is more than one process in PCC. In these studies some apparent neural processes, often reflected in low frequency local field potentials, show increased task related activity while others, often reflected in high frequency LFP, show suppression. Unfortunately in these studies there was no direct way to relate the neural activity to prior BOLD findings. Chapter 3 presents the first direct comparison of hemodynamic and electrophysiological activity in the default mode network. We note highly correlated positive and negative LFP and oxygen responses in PCC when a resting macaque is engaged by visual stimulation. However, in contrast to prior studies we observe suppression at most LFP frequencies, albeit with different timecourses at different frequencies. Our technique provides a platform for future study disambiguating the functional role of the multiple processes suggested by multiple LFP timecourses and for relating those processes to oxygen suppression.

A “default-mode” has also been related to ongoing task-independent fluctuations in the BOLD fMRI signal. Task independent fluctuations in the bold signal apparently index intrinsic fluctuations in brain activity. However, intrinsic activity, though generally studied while subjects are at rest to disambiguate it from task driven activity, is not conceptually the same as a default mode. The brain could have many types of intrinsic activity that are not directly tied to a specific task. Importantly, these intrinsic fluctuations, as discussed below, are present and largely unchanged when subjects are at rest or engaged in a task. Further, these fluctuations are highly correlated among
functionally related brain regions. It is important to note that ongoing fluctuations are highly correlated among default-mode network regions.

**Functional Connectivity:**

In 1995 Biswal et al [73, 144] demonstrated that during periods of rest, in the absence of an explicit task or stimulus, fluctuations in the BOLD signal in right and left motor cortices were highly correlated. Ongoing BOLD fluctuations in several functionally related groups of regions or networks, have subsequently been shown to be correlated. [67, 68, 82, 145-147] For example, regions involved in spatial attention show correlated BOLD fluctuations. Right and left primary visual cortex, areas known to be functionally related but lacking direct anatomical connection, show correlated BOLD. [147] The general pattern of BOLD fMRI correlation is stable across and within individuals, across primate species, across levels of anesthesia, and largely unchanged from resting state to task conditions. [5, 147-150] However, the detailed spatial structure of the correlation patterns within individuals follows subtle anatomical functional differences between individuals. [151]

The above evidence argues that BOLD fluctuations and their correlation index functionally relevant elements of the brain’s organization. The maintenance of correlation structure, or functional connectivity, across species and levels of anesthesia suggest that functional connectivity reflects a fundamental organizational principle of the brain. Vasomotion, or capillary cycling, is known to occur throughout the body with a frequency structure similar to BOLD fluctuations and it has been suggested that local fluctuations in BOLD may result from random fluctuations of capillary flow. However,
there is no known mechanism, other than neural architecture, that could organize activity in the observed correlation pattern.

In addition to functionally relevant correlation structure, BOLD signal fluctuations and their correlation can be directly tied to behavior. BOLD signal fluctuations have been related to and shown to be predictive of motor and sensory variance within subjects. [66, 69] The strength of correlation within a network has been related to: behavioral differences across subjects for example working memory ability and IQ, [64, 71, 72]; to prior and current experience; and to mood and arousal state. [152-154] Specific alterations in correlation structure have also been observed for several neurologic diseases. [5, 155-161] [2] Changes in correlation structure subsequent to brain injury also correlate with behavioral impairment.[162]

The relationship between ongoing BOLD fluctuations and behavior argue that they and their correlation structure in some way relate to functionally relevant neural fluctuations. Correlation among functionally related regions is believed to reflect the degree of functional coupling, or functional connectivity, between brain regions. It is technically possible that changes in local oxygen driven by vasculature, and not neural phenomena, could drive the relationship to behavior by impacting local metabolism. [163] However, it is far more likely that behaviorally relevant neural activity is driving local BOLD fluctuations and their correlation and thus their relationship to behavior.

Long-range correlated fluctuations of hemodynamic activity have also been seen with other techniques. Historically, Vern et al reported correlation from right and left visual cortex in rabbits using reflectance spectrophotometry. Golanov et al [164]
reported correlation of blood flow in between the frontal and parietal cortex of both hemispheres in rats, using laser Doppler flowometry. [116, 164, 165] Unfortunately these three studies report significantly different temporal and spatial properties of the correlated activity they identify. These differences could result from stated differences in anesthesia level, model species, measurement technique, or unknown differences between the conditions under which the data was acquired.[166] More recently, optical intrinsic imaging studies in humans have identified similar patterns of correlation as those seen with BOLD, and in other species functionally relevant patterns of correlation [93, 167-169]. These studies and the polarographic studies mentioned above support the ability to study functional connectivity with means other than BOLD fMRI.

Very little is known about the neural origin of hemodynamic fluctuations or the mechanisms orchestrating the inter-regional relationship. Three studies in monkeys and a handful in rats have attempted to directly relate neural activity to ongoing BOLD fluctuations. [27, 30, 32, 79, 84, 85, 170] These studies recorded electrophysiology from a single site simultaneous with BOLD fMRI in anesthetized animals. Since anesthesia is known to change baseline activity the relationships identified may not generalize to awake humans. Anesthesia is known to change the frequency and character of low frequency electrophysiological fluctuations. [171] Further, the aspects of neural activity found to best relate to BOLD fluctuations differs across studies. For example, Pan et al [172] find that a broad band LFP signal is the best correlate of ongoing BOLD fluctuations, Scholvinck et al [30] find that gamma band LFP power is the best correlate, and Magri et al [34] find that different LFP bands and phase relationships among LFP frequencies explain different aspects of BOLD fluctuation.
Finally, although all of these studies report strong relationships between neural activity and BOLD fluctuations they cannot directly address inter-regional relationships of neural activity.

Given its apparent significance to brain function, deeper understanding of functional connectivity and its neural underpinnings should provide insight into the relationship between brain function and behavior and brain dysfunction and disease. A platform that allows high resolution investigation of the oxygen fluctuations studied with BOLD fMRI that can be readily paired with electrophysiology would greatly facilitate reconciling the existing literature. In particular, it would of great benefit to be able to examine the relationships among neural activity at multiple sites and to compare those relationships to the hemodynamic activity relationship studied with BOLD. While our current results do not directly address the neural underpinnings of functional connectivity, chapter 4 shows a proof of concept that our technique allows investigation of functional connectivity, and sets the stage for simultaneous multi-site investigation of inter-regional correlation of hemodynamic and electrophysiological activity.

Aside from investigating the specific neural activity related to BOLD fluctuations and their inter-regional relationship, others have compared the network structure of BOLD fMRI correlation to known structural anatomy. [173] These studies find a strong relationship between structural connectivity and BOLD based functional connectivity. This relationship has led to the suggestion that BOLD fMRI functional connectivity arises from the interaction of ongoing fast neural activity within an anatomical network. In this view, correlated slow fluctuations, functional connectivity, do not reflect a unique form of slow inter-regional interaction but are simply an emergent epiphenomena of
stochastic positive and negative interaction of neural activity spreading through a structured network. Correlation then reflects the similarity of inputs to a region.

Supporting this idea local BOLD fMRI fluctuations have a $1/f^{\alpha}$, or scale free, power spectrum. This type of spectrum is expected from a large number of stochastically interacting elements. High levels of synchrony among elements are rare but lead to large (additive) effects while smaller degrees of synchrony occur more frequently but lead to smaller effects. Hence, fluctuations in the magnitude of activity in the system scale with its frequency in a $1/f^{\alpha}$ manner, and at any given scale fluctuations look similar (scale free). [174] However, the activity driving long-range BOLD correlation may not be identical with the local BOLD fluctuations. There is some suggestion that long-range correlation may depend on particular frequencies of fluctuation. [151, 175-179]

Our results, discussed in chapter 4, show that only a very slow frequency limited portion of the local oxygen fluctuations are correlated among regions. These results suggest that inter-regional correlation depends on a distinct, functional connectivity specific, rhythmic mechanism. Further the mechanism of long-range correlation is distinct from the mechanism driving local oxygen fluctuations. The band-limited nature of correlation is suggestive of a rhythmic or resonant process similar to bands of elevated EEG activity under certain states many of which have been tied to specific oscillatory features of neural membranes and networks. [180-187] Phase coupling of ongoing oscillatory activity is often proposed as a method of information binding and or segregation of information in the brain. [186, 188] Given the relationship of slow BOLD fluctuations and their correlation to behavior, it is intriguing to consider these fluctuations as possibly reflecting a slow oscillatory inter-regional binding mechanism.
Summary:

BOLD fMRI in humans and electrophysiological recording in awake macaques both provide invaluable insight into high order brain function. Linking these two views of the brain would provide much greater leverage in understanding brain function than either view alone. Given the difficulties associated with electrophysiology in humans or BOLD fMRI in macaques an alternative platform, or bridge, for comparing the two signals is highly desirable. Oxygen polarography in the awake macaque can provide such a platform. With multi-site recording, polarography allows study of stimulus driven and ongoing fluctuations in tissue oxygen that fundamentally relate to the blood oxygen related signals of BOLD fMRI. Chapter 3 demonstrates the ability of polarography to study stimulus driven and associated neural activity in response to stimuli. Visual stimuli were chosen and recordings were done in visual cortex, similar to prior sensory cortex comparisons of BOLD fMRI and electrophysiology, and in default mode cortex extending exploration to a new part of the brain. Chapter 4 discusses the long correlation structure of ongoing fluctuations in tissue oxygen and demonstrates our ability to measure and extend our understanding of the temporal details of functional connectivity. While there is no electrophysiology in chapter 4, it provides proof of concept and sets the stage for future exploration. Finally, chapter 5 provides overall conclusions and insight into the next steps being taken with our system.
Chapter 2: Technical Development

Overview

We have adapted an electrochemical technique, oxygen polarography, for use in the awake macaque as a substitute for BOLD fMRI. BOLD fMRI and tissue oxygen are highly related and reflect the same basic phenomena. The awake macaque is the gold standard animal model for directly studying the neural activity underpinning higher cognitive functions commonly studied in humans using BOLD fMRI. Direct comparison of BOLD fMRI and electrophysiological activity is exceptionally technically difficult.

Oxygen polarography in the awake macaque offers an alternative to BOLD fMRI that can be readily combined with electrophysiology. This tool can greatly facilitate our understanding of the neural underpinnings of the BOLD fMRI responses to higher order cognitive activities studied commonly studies in humans. Since no commercial oxygen polarographic system was available for use in the macaque we were motivated to design and construct our own.

This chapter discusses the mechanism of BOLD fMRI and oxygen polarographic recording in some detail, the benefits and limits of modern Clark electrode based polarographic systems, the need to develop a new system, that development, and system testing. Development of this new system required design of oxygen polarographic electrodes, adaptation and construction of recording electronics and system testing prior to use in macaque. In brief, we developed a glass insulated platinum iridium electrode for use as a polarographic cathode, identified a highly stable DC EEG Ag/AgCl electrode that performed well as a reference/anode, modified a
commercial polarographic amplifier, and constructed an optical isolation and battery power system to protect the polarographic system for ground instabilities and lab noise. We tested that the system displayed the expected electrochemical features of a polarographic recording system, its ability to detect respiratory modulation of oxygen in the mouse, and stimulus driven oxygen modulation in the macaque.

**Related Measurements**

Prior to accepting the substitution of an invasive measure of tissue oxygen for BOLD fMRI it is useful to consider the mechanism and resolution of each technique and their relationship.

**BOLD FMRI:**

All protons display tiny oriented magnetic fields, or spins. Neighboring protons in the nuclei of multi-proton atoms organize to have opposing spins. Thus, atoms with an odd number of protons display a net magnetic field. This field can be obscured by surrounding electrons. Electron shielding for a given atom is reduced in covalently bonded molecules in which the electrons spend a disproportionate amount of time around of the nuclei of the other atom. In water, the electrons cluster around the oxygen nuclei, leaving the single proton in each of the two hydrogen atoms essentially unshielded. This property of water and the abundance of water in the body provide a built-in mechanism to study the local magnetic properties of bodily tissues. By aligning the spins of water molecules magnetic resonance imaging generates a net magnetic field. MRI explores the local magnetic properties of tissues by manipulating the direction and alignment of these spins and measuring the resulting field.
BOLD MRI is possible due to differential magnetic properties of blood. Deoxyhemoglobin is paramagnetic and affects the local magnetic field. Oxyhemoglobin is diamagnetic and does not. BOLD MRI measures the impact of local magnetic field disruption caused by deoxyhemoglobin on the magnetic spin of protons in the surrounding water. [7] The magnitude of this disruption is proportional to the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin, i.e. the magnetic influence of deoxyhemoglobin is spread across all surrounding protons. The concentration of deoxyhemoglobin is inversely related to the concentration of oxyhemoglobin. ([oxyhemoglobin] = [hemoglobin] – [deoxyhemoglobin]) Thus the concentration of oxyhemoglobin in the blood is directly related to the BOLD signal. The concentration of oxyhemoglobin in the blood is directly (although non-linearly) related to the partial pressure of oxygen in the blood. The partial pressure of oxygen in the blood is in equilibrium with the partial pressure of oxygen in the surrounding tissue, tissue oxygenation. Hence the BOLD fMRI signal can be directly related to tissue oxygenation. Functional BOLD MRI is possible due to a link between neural activity, neural metabolism and the vasculature. Changes in neural activity in general lead to changes in deoxyhemoglobin concentration. [60]

The relationship between BOLD measurements and tissue oxygenation becomes significantly more complicated when the rate of oxygen diffusion becomes a limiting factor. Assuming a mean cortical inter-capillary separation of 50 microns a diffusion rate of oxygen in extracellular fluid (ECF) of 1 micron² per ms, and a maximal diffusion time from capillary to remote tissue of 67 ms, [189] changes in BOLD and tissue oxygen can be assumed to be well matched at frequencies below 20 Hz. [7, 12, 60]
The spatial and temporal resolution of BOLD fMRI is fundamentally limited by the physics of nuclear magnetic resonance, and is practically limited by the tools available to measure the fMRI signal. The theoretical spatial limit is the smallest vascular compartment, the tissue served by a single capillary, or approximately 50 microns. With currently available hardware, the maximal possible spatial resolution is hundreds of microns to millimeters. The theoretical temporal resolution is limited by the time necessary to establish a stable magnetic field and is on the order of hundreds of milliseconds. Field stability is required for reliable repeated measures. In some cases the practical limit approaches this theoretical limit. [190] However, due to both fundamental and practical limits as the spatial resolution becomes higher the temporal resolution must be reduced to maintain a similar noise level, and vice versa. The exact relationship between resolution and noise depends on the exact system and technique used to assess the BOLD fMRI signal. In common practice fMRI can provide whole brain coverage with a spatial resolution of 1-3 mm cubes and a temporal resolution of 2-3 s.[190, 191]

It is important to note that the mean BOLD fMRI signal can be influenced by several external factors (temperature, position of the measuring equipment, etc.) The BOLD fMRI signal is a relative, not an absolute, measurement. However, a relative measurement is entirely sufficient to measure changes in activity with time.

Polarography:

Polarography is an electrochemical technique used for the analysis of ions dissolved in solution. When two electrodes are placed in solution, and a polarizing voltage is applied, current can only flow if ions in the solution can accept electrons from the
cathode (Neg -) and release them to the anode (Pos +). The current that flows, charge per unit time, is limited by how fast the electron carrying ions can accept electrons from the cathode and deposit them on the anode. The charge transfer rate, i.e. current, is limited by the surface area of the electrodes on which the electron transfer can take place, the kinetics of the electron transfer reactions, and the concentration of participating ions.

The acceptance of electrons at a cathode and release at an anode are described as a pair of half-cell reactions. The half-cell reactions that occur depend on the ions in the solution, electrode material, and applied voltage. The set of ions in solution determines the set of possible half-cell reactions. The electrode material provides a surface on which the reaction occurs. Voltage, electrical potential energy, provides the activation energy for each half-cell reaction.

The electrode surface can be inert, can catalyze the half-cell reaction, or can directly participate in the half-cell reaction. Participation can result in intermediate products that are quickly reversed, it can release products into solution, or product can be deposited onto the electrode. Deposition can result in changing electrode characteristics over time. In the case of deposition the principles of polarography and electroplating become similar.

Any half-cell reaction has an associated activation energy. Available energy is distributed across the most efficient set of possible half-cell reactions. The total available energy, reflected in voltage, controls the set of half-cell reactions that can
occur. A given polarizing voltage, with specified electrodes and solution, results in a set of reactions that distribute the available energy between the anode and cathode.

The rate of electron transfer, current, for a particular reaction is limited by concentration. Given a fixed electrode surface area and reaction kinetics, a given reaction can only accept electrons from the cathode or deposit them on the anode at a specific rate. The rate of charge transfer is limited by how quickly the molecules on the electrode can be replaced after they have accepted or released an electron. This rate is dependent on concentration, essentially the pressure in solution of a given ion to push off the reactants on the electrode. Once the rate limit for a given reaction is reached, it cannot carry more charge and current is restricted until enough voltage is provided to recruit new reactions. New reactions can have different kinetics and ion concentrations and lead to abrupt changes in current. However, as voltage is changed, new reactions are not recruited instantaneously. Ions in solution have a distribution of energies, and thus, for the highest energy ions the activation energy for a given half-cell reaction is reached at lower voltages than for the lowest energy ions. Given a finite set of ions with fixed concentrations, the current voltage relationship in most solutions has substantial non-linearity (deviation from Ohm's law $V=IR$). As voltage is increased, current increases as new reactions are recruited and then plateaus during the voltage range over which the current carrying reactions are at peak capacity and then increases again as new reactions are recruited.

Further, after a voltage change, steady state current does not occur instantaneously. Each half-cell reaction can be thought of as a molecular capacitor. At the cathode, all of the ions in contact with the electrode have been reduced, (negative pole) and all of the
ions one molecular layer away remain un-reduced, (positive pole). Current flow occurs when reduced ions are replaced by un-reduced ions, like charge leaking through a capacitor, and an electron is transferred to those new ions. The rate that un-reduced ions can push through reduced ions is dependent on ionic pressure in the solution, i.e. concentration. Since ions are being consumed a concentration gradient is established from the bulk solution concentration to the zero concentration of the un-reduced ions at the electrode surface. The shape and extent of this gradient depends on the shape of the electrode and the mechanical stability of the fluid.

In the steady state, current is the leak of charge through the molecular capacitor, which is dependent on ion concentration. After a given voltage change, time is required for the molecular capacitors and concentration gradients to either be established or to decay. This appears as an instantaneous current jump after a voltage change followed by capacitive decay.

If the ions in a solution are known and the properties of the associated ion transfer reactions are known, the current resulting from a particular voltage with a particular pair of electrodes can be used to calculate the concentrations of those ions. If the ions present are not fully known, the profile of the current voltage relationship can be used to estimate the set of half-cell reactions occurring in a fluid, and identify the ions present. Prior work, begun by Jaroslav Heyrovsky in 1922, has established the half-cell reactions and the current voltage profile for a wide array of electrodes and solutions. [49, 192, 193]
Oxygen Polarography:

Oxygen polarography, and particularly oxygen polarography in the brain, represents a specialized application of the polarographic technique. Oxygen polarography requires a noble metal cathode, a non-polarizable anode and a polarizing voltage of between -0.7 and -0.9 V. A noble metal cathode is chosen so that it does not participate directly in the reactions occurring on its surface. In particular the electrode must not form and release oxides. It can serve as a stable catalyst.

A non-polarizable reference is chosen for control of the half-cell reactions. In high chloride concentration solutions like biological fluids, including extra-cellular fluid (ECF), a Silver/Silver Chloride (Ag/AgCl) anode works well. At this electrode electrons are accepted and new AgCl is formed. With a sufficiently large electrode, such that the total amount of AgCl or Ag isn’t changed appreciably, there is essentially no concentration limit on charge transfer, the kinetics of this reaction are extremely fast, and its activation voltage is minimal. These electrodes are referred to as non-polarizable as they do not accumulate charge in relationship to the fluid. The half-cell reaction is fast enough that it presents virtually no resistance. Thus, regardless of flowing current (V=IR), infinitesimal voltage develops. Due to low activation voltage and no voltage accumulation due to the extremely fast kinetics, no other reactions form at this electrode. The current flowing between a noble metal electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode is primarily dependent on the rate limit of the half-cell reactions at the cathode.

At a polarizing voltage between -0.7 and -0.9 the primary reaction at the cathode is the reduction of oxygen. Below -0.5 V other ions, such as hydrogen, accept electrons
from the cathode, however, by -0.5 V these have reached their current limit. Starting at 
~0.5 V oxygen reduction begins, allowing a rapid increase in current, by -0.7 V oxygen 
reduction has reached its rate limit. No new reactions can be recruited until ~-0.9 V. 
Thus, the current voltage relationship in an oxygen polarographic system has a 
characteristic shape, a roughly exponential increase from 0 to -0.7 V, a plateau in the 
-0.7 to -0.9 range, and another exponential increase at voltages above -0.9. See Figure 
1.

In ECF the concentration of ions in reactions other than the reduction of oxygen is 
essentially fixed and thus the current limit of those reactions is fixed. In the plateau 
voltage range oxygen reduction is carrying the bulk of the total current. Although 
oxygen reduction has a large activation energy it has relatively fast kinetics and is highly 
prevalent and thus has a significantly higher current limit. This limit is proportional to 
oxygen concentration, and thus total current is proportional to oxygen concentration. In 
brain tissue and ECF if a noble metal cathode is polarized in reference to an Ag/AgCl, 
(non-polarizable), electrode at a voltage in the plateau range, changes in oxygen 
concentration lead to linearly proportional changes in current (the level of the plateau). 
[49]

Due to the influence of and daily differences in electrode tip size, distance from 
capillaries, temperature and Ph., the mean current in a simple, bare metal cathode, 
polarographic system cannot be considered a measure of absolute tissue oxygen 
concentration. Mean current for any given recording reflects all of these variables, as 
well as current carried by ions other than oxygen with low activation voltages. 
Fortunately these effects are stable during a given recording. Fluctuations in current
around the mean are linearly related to fluctuations in oxygen concentration. Thus oxygen polarography in the manner described above is a relative measurement of oxygen, much like BOLD fMRI

**Available Polarographic Systems:**

Use of oxygen polarography in neuroscience began with Davies and Bronk in 1942, and continues in modified forms today.[109, 194, 195] Historically, oxygen polarography was done in the brain using systems similar to what we have designed here. However, the details of the custom systems used in the older studies were not published in a manner that could be copied. Further, changes in the basic layout for power supply and data acquisition in the modern laboratory introduced new constraints not present at the time of this prior work. Oxygen polarography is still widely used today in both science and industry; however, none of the available systems are suitable for use in an awake macaque. The majority of systems are simply too large to be used in the brain without substantial collateral damage. Further, most commercial and scientific oxygen polarography depends on variants of a specialized type of electrode, the Clark Electrode, which cannot be used in the awake macaque due to its fragility (see below). [45-48, 196]

In a Clark electrode, the anode and cathode are separated from the solution under measure by an oxygen permeable membrane. This allows the electrolyte between the anode and cathode to be fixed. With just a cathode and anode in the brain as discussed above, ECF serves as the electrolyte and its properties can vary. In a Clark electrode, a fixed electrolyte allows specific control of ion concentrations and half-cell reactions. Thus, current carried by all electrolytes other than oxygen can be explicitly
identified and current change due oxygen diffusing through the permeable membrane can be explicitly identified. With a known diffusion path from the membrane to the electrodes and known membrane permeability, current changes can be calibrated to absolute oxygen concentration in the solution of measure. This arrangement provides further benefit by electrically and chemically isolating the electrodes from the solution. Electrical isolation helps fix the current path between the anode and cathode and block stray currents or ground loops through the animal and other lab electronics that could destabilize the measurement. Chemical isolation further ensures that the anode and cathode do not interact with any molecules in solution. Platinum, the noble metal we chose for our cathode, does not interact with ECF. However, it does interact with blood. This interaction with blood and the desire to study blood oxygenation was the initial impetus for the design of the Clark electrode. [196]

Further, in an open polarographic system, fluid stability affects the shape of the oxygen concentration gradient from bulk solution to the tip of the electrode. In a Clark electrode the membrane permeability is much lower than fluid permeability, and thus diffusion through the membrane is much slower. The primary concentration gradient is thus from the membrane to the electrode, not the fluid to the membrane. This limits the effects of fluid stability or instability.

Clark electrodes can be made in a wide array of physical configurations including micro-electrodes and have been used previously to study brain oxygen concentrations in animal models. [45-48] In order to make a Clark electrode with a tip small enough to insert into the brain without substantial damage, the anode and cathode are placed in a glass pipette and the tip pulled into a micropipette. The tip is then covered with a
membrane. Unfortunately, this process leads to a short thin glass tip that cannot penetrate deeply into tissue and is easily broken. The tiny membrane is further easily clogged and broken. Finally, diffusion through the micropipette tip is slow and these electrodes have response time of 1s and greater.

Unfortunately commercially available Clark electrodes can thus not be used in awake macaques. Although awake macaque can be restrained, and are regularly head-fixed during micro-electrode recordings in the brain, they are still capable of some movement. This movement is in general beyond the tolerance of micro-pipette Clark electrodes. Further, the macaque brain is covered by thick dura mater. Micro-pipette Clark electrodes are not strong enough to pierce the dura; in particular the electrode membrane would be destroyed. In standard macaque microelectrode recording, the dura is pierced by a cannula, and a micro-electrode passed through the cannula into the brain. Unfortunately, the diameter of the body of the Clark electrode, including those with micro-pipette tips, is far too large to allow this. In theory a cannula could be fitted over the tip of a micro-pipette Clark electrode, used to pierce dura, and the Clark electrode advanced through it. Or the dura could be pierced by a needle, and the Clark electrode passed through it under a micro-scope. However, both of these techniques would require substantial mechanical development efforts before they could be incorporated into the standard macaque micro-electrode recording setup. Further, if a micro-pipette Clark electrode could be passed through dura, and handle the mechanical stresses of an awake macaque, the short length of the micro-pipette would limit recording to superficial gyri. The majority of the macaque cortex lays in sulci outside of the reach of micro-pipette Clark electrodes. Prior work in neuroscience with Clark
electrodes was done in anesthetized mice rats and cats in acute experiments in which the dura was removed.

Since commercially available oxygen polarography systems are either too large or too fragile for use in awake behaving monkeys, and have response times that limit comparison of oxygen and electrophysiological data, we have developed our own system for measuring local oxygen availability in the awake macaque based on principles of polarography. We use a bare noble metal cathode in the brain and a non-polarizable (Ag/AgCl) reference in direct contact with the macaque [196, 197], and ECF provides the electrolyte. Fortunately the benefits of a Clark electrode are either not necessary for a BOLD surrogate or can be achieved in other manners. BOLD is a relative measure and so the absolute calibration possible with a Clark electrode is unnecessary. The mechanical properties of the brain provide minimal fluid motion concerns. ECF is in general already moving and well mixed. Further, when an electrode is inserted into the highly membranous brain, a small fluid pocket generally forms around the tip. Oxygen diffusion is faster in this fluid than across the membrane. Thus much like in a Clark electrode the diffusion path is restricted. Together these effects lead to a short and already moving oxygen gradient that is robust to further movement. Thus, there are minimal fluid stirring effects. [44] Chemical isolation in ECF is not necessary and electrical isolation can be accomplished with other means. Optimization and testing of this system required substantial development efforts: see below.
Awake Macaque Oxygen Polarographic System

In order to provide a useful surrogate for BOLD fMRI our system had to meet several design constraints. To provide maximal compatibility with macaque electrophysiology our technique had to be implemented in the standard macaque electrophysiology setup. Further, to allow a better match between our oxygen signal and electrophysiology than is possible with BOLD fMRI our technique needed a spatial specificity and temporal resolution that was more compatible with the scale of electrophysiological measurement. Further, to allow use in the awake macaque our technique also had to be robust to animal behavior. Macaques are generally head-fixed during standard electrophysiological recording. However, they are still capable of small movements. Further, the brain pulsates, in particular, when there is an open chamber through the skull to allow electrode penetration, these pulsations can cause substantial movement. These movements contribute to the exceptional difficulty of awake macaque BOLD fMRI and combined BOLD fMRI and electrophysiology. Our system had to be robust to these movements.

Further, macaques are not commonly electrically isolated from their environment. (Small animal electrophysiology preps are commonly electrically isolated). Since polarography is an electrochemical technique and dependent on control of voltage drops and current flow, we also had to develop electronics that could isolate our polarographic circuit from other electrical connections to the monkey.

Our final system consists of platinum iridium microelectrode cathodes designed in collaboration with FHC (Bowdoin Me), high quality DC EEG Silver/Silver chloride anodes (Grass Electronics), a specialized polarographic amplifier that provides the
polarizing voltage and measures the resulting current (Unisense PA 2000), and custom designed optical isolation circuitry to allow control of stray current paths. Placement of electrodes was accomplished with a standard micro-electrode multi drive (NAN) and data was digitized and recorded using the Plexon MAP system.

The final microelectrode cathode design (FHC-UELS3) can be seen in appendix 1. It consists of a 20 mm long, 75 micron diameter platinum iridium wire, to serve as the cathode tip, bonded to a 90 mm stainless steel shank for length and mechanical strength. This design is within the general parameters of an electrophysiology recording electrode. However, the details are relevant to polarographic recording. The platinum wire is insulated with glass. During development we found that other insulating materials provided unstable recordings. Current would change suddenly, in either direction, suggesting that thin insulation near the tip was being oxidized. Oxidation of insulation carries current. The oxide can then become inert, blocking current and increasing resistance, or the oxide can slough off, dropping resistance and increasing oxygen reduction current. Platinum iridium is stronger than pure platinum, however, it is a soft metal. The stainless steel shank, in place of a pure platinum electrode, provides strength necessary for the macaque environment and reduces cost. However, the stainless steel must be well coupled to the platinum to avoid potential voltage drops in the electrode and be very well insulated so that it does not have any electrical contact with the solution.

Since these electrodes are in the general form of standard macaque electrophysiology electrodes they can be easily integrated into the standard electrophysiology environment. In macaque electrophysiology, electrodes are
commonly acutely placed for each recording session. To accomplish this, a chronic recording chamber is attached to the monkey’s skull and dura exposed. For each session, dura is penetrated with needle, and the recording electrode is passed through this needle or, guide tube, into the brain using a microdrive.

Our electrodes fit into 23 gauge extra thin wall tubing, a common guide tube material, and can be positioned with a standard microdrive. Our system employs two 4 electrode microdrives to allow placement of multiple electrodes in both hemispheres. (NAN systems) However, any microdrive suitable for macaque electrophysiology would work. Currently we are able to place electrodes at 0.5 mm spacing. Thus our point-to-point resolution is 0.5 mm. However, this could easily be modified.

Finally, the exposed tip size must be controlled. Tip size directly translates to the spatial specificity of the electrode. In general the resolution is between 1 and 5 times the diameter of the exposed cathode tip. [49] To control tip size, the electrode is passed through a molten a glass bath stopping just short of the tip. The stopping point is adjusted to leave only enough metal remains exposed to provide 1 MOhm impedance at 1 KHz. Although not a direct measure of tip size, this criterion reliably results in exposed tip size of 20-30 microns and thus a spatial specificity of the electrode of 20-100 microns. This spatial specificity is similar to the tissue volume thought to be reflected in local field potentials, and similar to the scale of neural architecture: neurons are about 20 microns across, cortical columns are on order of 100 microns, etc.

The temporal resolution possible with these electrodes is theoretically only limited by the time required for the oxygen concentration gradient (or oxygen pressure) at the tip
of the electrode to change. This is in principle the same as the time to change the oxygen concentration itself, thus theoretical temporal resolution is near infinite. In practice, temporal resolution is limited to 20 Hz by capacitance in the electronics required for the polarizing electronics. See below. This limit on temporal resolution is also significant for matching to BOLD fMRI. The average cortical inter-capillary spacing is ~50 microns, and oxygen diffuses through ECF at ~1 micron² per ms. Above 20 Hz (50 ms periods) oxygen could be non-uniformly distributed in tissue and our technique would be sensitive to phenomena not visible with BOLD fMRI. 20 Hz is the upper limit for diffusion matching of blood and tissue oxygen. In theory this system could distinguish timing differences in a response or ongoing activity between regions of ~50 ms, which is comparable to neural transmission delays between distant regions. Both the spatial specificity and temporal resolution are thus orders of magnitude greater than possible with BOLD fMRI and far better matched to electrophysiological recording and neural phenomena.

Prior to use, new electrodes or electrodes that have been sitting unused for a long period of time must be conditioned. The electrode manufacturing process can leave small amounts of oil on the electrode tip, or very small cracks in the glass. Oxidation of oil can cause issues similar those discussed for insulation above. Small glass cracks can become hydrated or open further changing the oxygen diffusion path to the electrode or its surface area and destabilizing recording. Conditioning electrodes is done by placing them in a solution of de-ionized water and NaCl, and polarizing them at -0.8 V relative to an Ag/AgCl reference. Current is monitored until there is less than a 1% fluctuation over 5 minutes and no linear trend. Conditioning usually requires 3-5
During conditioning, the current occasionally jumps as cracks are opened or hydrated, and falls as oxidizable oils are burned off. Conditioning allows these processes to be exhausted and stable recording to commence.

Additionally, although designed for polarography, our electrodes can also be used to record local field potentials and multi-unit activity. Currently, electrophysiology can be recorded serially from these electrodes by switching the system they are connected to. Serial recording required construction of a small switching adaptor that allowed us to switch systems without disturbing the electrode. Serial recording allows exact co-localization of oxygen and electrophysiological responses to stimuli. Further, recording electrophysiology during electrode placement allows for confirmation of tissue type before recording oxygen.

Electrophysiology can also be recorded simultaneously with oxygen from a neighboring electrode. In theory, if each system was referenced to a different isolated ground, an ammeter (polarography) and voltmeter could be simultaneously connected to the same electrode, allowing simultaneous polarography and electrophysiology. However, capacitance in the electrode allows some capacitive coupling between systems despite ground isolation. We are developing circuitry to prevent crosstalk such that electrophysiology and polarography can be recorded from the same electrode simultaneously.

For use as an anode we chose a commercially available DC EEG electrode (Grass Electronics). These electrodes are known for stable EEG recording, are large (10mm diameter) and have a substantial coating of AgCl. They provide a large enough source
of AgCl, a broad and thus stable physical connection to the monkey, and are inherently electrically stable. They provide a stable non-polarizable reference electrode. In order to use these electrodes in a macaque, an area of the head that is free from movement must be identified. Macaques have substantial musculature on their heads, and movement of the anode can disrupt the recording. Further, the head must be shaved and the skin abraded to provide stable electrical contact with tissue. Variability of the resistance over the cutaneous layer of the skin due to changing amounts of perspiration can add small amounts of noise. The effects of these noise sources at the anode are small. However, since one of our goals is to establish a system that can study the ongoing fluctuations in tissue oxygen, control of nuisance fluctuations is desirable.

Based on prior literature, we chose a commercial polarographic amplifier, the Unisense PA2000. [45-48] This amplifier consists of a highly stable voltage source with substantial capacitive buffering to handle changes in current without changing voltage, and a high fidelity current to voltage op-amp. This amplifier is designed for use with micro-pipette Clark electrodes (see above) and required some adaptation for our use. In order to handle the higher current observed in an open metal polarographic system, the range of the amplifier had to be increased. Due to the greater oxygen availability in tissue as opposed to the diffusion limited availability within a Clark electrode, and due to larger surface area, we observe currents ~2 orders of magnitude greater than those reported in prior literature using Clark electrodes with this amplifier. Making this change required changing the value of a resistor and capacitor in the input current to voltage converter of the amplifier.
Further, since Clark electrodes are by design electrically isolated from the solution under study, the PA2000 was not designed with integrated ground isolation. Polarography assumes a specific current path: from the amplifier to cathode and back via the anode. Alternate current paths invalidate the basic assumptions of polarography. For example, a ground loop in which current flows from the cathode to earth ground and back to the amplifier via power ground or amplifier output ground instead of via the anode adds the potential for several uncontrolled half-cell reactions along this alternate loop. In order to block alternate current paths in an open, bare metal electrode, polarographic system, the entire system must be isolated from earth or other lab electronics. Since we intend simultaneous electrophysiological measurement, isolation also limits the potential for crosstalk between recording systems.

Isolation can be accomplished by isolating the fluid, or animal, under study from earth or other electronics as is commonly done in small animal preparations. However, this is not feasible for macaques. In the macaque the polarographic circuit must be isolated so that current can only leave the amplifier via the cathode and return to the amplifier via the anode. Transformers isolation is the most common form of ground isolation. However, transformer isolation can allow fluctuations in ground voltage or ground loop resistance to interfere with recording. Ground loop fluctuations can be introduced by fluctuating ground voltage due to other lab systems delivering or drawing current from the ground. In addition to the potential for stable ground loops in macaque recording, macaques move and change their coupling with ground, and ground loop resistance, during recording. Since fluctuating energy can be transferred through transformers in either direction they cannot isolate the polarographic circuit from fluctuating ground
noise. To provide a surrogate for BOLD the system must be sensitive to both stimulus
driven and ongoing fluctuations in oxygen. Thus both stable, DC, ground loops and
fluctuating, AC, ground activity must be blocked from returning energy to the amplifier.

To accomplish AC isolation we designed and built a custom analogue optical
isolation system. Optical isolation transmits the signal from the isolated circuit to
external systems (like the digitizing system) via light emitted from and LED and received
at a photodiode. The change of signal type and unidirectional transmission completely
block both AC and DC current from flowing to the amplifier from ground. Commonly,
optical isolation is done after digitization. Light output from LED’s, and current drive
through the receiving photodiode are not linear with voltage. Hence, optical isolation is
commonly only used in digital applications where only event detection, and not
measurement of absolute event magnitude, is required. However, we needed to isolate
an analogue polarographic circuit directly. Thus we adapted the optical isolation
method. Reliable analogue optical signal transmission is possible if the LED and
photodiode are under feedback control. This is accomplished by a specialized chip that
contains 1 LED and 2 photodiodes (Vishay IL300). One diode serves as a feedback
controller to the voltage source driving the LED. The voltage driven in this photodiode is
compared to the input voltage and current to the LED adjusted. This allows the LED
luminance/photodiode drive pair to be linearized and the voltage output to be matched
to the input voltage. The second photodiode has no electrical connection to the input
and is the isolated output of the system. System tuning with variable resistors allows
the response of the feedback and output photodiodes to be matched. See appendix 2
for circuit schematics.
The final step in isolation is independent power. Also shown in appendix 2, included in the optical isolation device, is a battery and recharging circuit to provide power to the PA2000 and isolation system. Between recordings this system is connected to building power and earth ground via a relay to allow battery charging. During recording, the connection to earth and building power is mechanically severed at the relay. The entire polarographic circuit runs on battery power optically isolated from all other lab circuitry and earth. Weak capacitive coupling with earth ground is still possible. However, this is unlikely to drive meaningful fluctuations.

In summary our system consists of customized platinum iridium micro-electrodes as cathodes (FHC, Bowdoin ME), high quality Ag/AgCl EEG electrodes as anodes (Grass Technologies, Warwick RI), customized electronics to provide the polarizing voltage and measure the resulting current (Unisense, Aarhus Denmark) and purpose built isolation circuitry to allow control of the polarographic current path (in house). This system provides a spatial resolution of 0.5 mm with a spatial specificity of 20-100 microns, and a temporal resolution of 20 Hz. However, the spatial specificity is dependent on the tip size of the electrode and could be altered. Currently both the temporal resolution and spatial specificity are orders of magnitude greater than possible with BOLD fMRI. While the systems current four-site coverage is far less than the whole brain coverage of fMRI, it is sufficient to study multi-regional stimulus driven activity, and inter-regional dependencies of ongoing activity. Further, the number of sites is only limited by the ability to place electrodes in the brain and the electronics for applying the voltage and measuring current. These are not hard limits and the system could be readily expanded. This system provides a high resolution surrogate for BOLD fMRI that is
easily integrated into the standard macaque electrophysiology environment, providing access a wealth of tools for controlling animal behavior, and is easily combined with electrophysiological measurement.

**System Testing:**

During development we tested our system in several ways to confirm that it was recording oxygen and could provide a surrogate for BOLD fMRI. As discussed above, a hallmark of polarographic is nonlinearity in the current voltage relationship. In particular, in an oxygen polarographic system current in -0.7 to -0.9 V range is primarily carried by, and thus restricted by, the concentration of, oxygen leading to a plateau in the current voltage relationship. We confirmed the presence of this plateau in our system in vitro in saline and artificial CSF, in the live mouse brain, and in the awake primate brain. In general we tested for the plateau by randomly varying voltage between 0 and -1.2 V. For simplicity, figure 1 shows the effect of increasing voltage from -0.2 V to -1.2 V by 0.05 V steps. Note the capacitive transients at voltage transitions as the new chemical equilibrium and molecular layer capacitor are formed (see above) and the current restriction in the plateau range, specifically around -0.8 V (the polarization we used during recording). In a small subset of experiments we also bubbled nitrogen, air, and pure oxygen into a beaker, and confirmed by eye a rough linearity of oxygen concentration with current.

Beyond confirming that our system showed the basic hallmarks of oxygen polarography we also evaluated whether our system was sensitive to physiologic changes in oxygen. Figure 2 shows the impact of changing the breathing gases while recording oxygen in the mouse brain. Oxygen was recorded from the somatosensory
cortex of an anesthetized artificially ventilated mouse. When the ventilation gas was changed from air to carbogen, tissue oxygen concentration increased nearly 300%. Carbogen is 95% oxygen and 5% CO2. This mix increases oxygen and CO2 concentration in the lungs and blood. Since the respiratory rate is fixed by the ventilator, respiratory rate cannot be increased to compensate. Increases in blood CO2 drive vasodilation. The combination of these effects disrupts normal homeostatic mechanisms and leads to the observed increase in tissue oxygen concentration. These results demonstrate that our system behaves as expected for a polarographic circuit and is sensitive in general to changes in oxygen in the brain.

In addition to these basic features we assessed whether our technique was safe for use in the brain, provided high enough signal to noise, and was robust enough to the brain environment to provide a surrogate for BOLD fMRI. Based on the observed currents in our system and known reactions we calculated that the oxygen consumed in the cathode reaction is insubstantial compared to the quantity of oxygen available to the brain tissue and does not pose a health threat. [49, 198] Further, the current observed in the brain using our system is between 3 and 50 nA (mode ~ 10 nA) and will not stimulate cortex. The variability in current is related to distance from the capillaries and variation in size of the electrode tip.

Prior observation has shown that platinum-iridium electrodes are not corroded by CSF. However, blood can corrode Pt/Ir electrodes. [197] In general our electrodes will not be in contact with blood. However, penetration of dura can result in minor bleeding. In general, this bleeding will be short lived and given a few minutes to clear will not affect our electrodes. If the electrode does come in contact with blood, this will lead to a
layer of material being deposited on the electrode tip and a slow linear decrease in mean current. We did not regularly observe this, and if observed, recordings showing such a trend can be discarded.

Since the brain is electrically active we also assessed whether electrical activity of the brain could influence our electrochemical measure. The -0.8V polarizing voltage we use is 3 orders of magnitude greater than electrical potentials normally recorded from brain tissue. Current in this voltage range is limited by oxygen concentration and thus should be independent of voltage. Minor physiologically driven fluctuations in voltage should have virtually no effect on observed current. Further, our system is electrically isolated. Local neural voltage fields cannot affect the primary voltage drop between the isolated anode and cathode. However, fluctuating voltage fields in the brain (local field potentials) could induce fluctuations in current flow, like waves in a flowing stream.

To test this we recorded the polarographic current in a saline filled beaker while applying external electric fields. Since the electrode has some capacitance, and current must flow through a solution in which ions are being moved by external fields, high powered external fields can slightly influence our measurement. We used field ranging from 50 mV to 2 V at frequencies from 4-10 Hz and evaluated the magnitude of current fluctuation at the frequency of the field. These experiments demonstrated a linear relationship between external field voltage and induced signal, with a peak of ~20 picoamps of induced signal at 2 V. Extending the applied voltage induced current fit to the few mV range of the brains local field potentials, we estimated that the brain electrical could drive only a few picoamps of artifact current compared to the 1-5 nanoamps fluctuations we observed and attribute to oxygen modulation driving current.
Since the magnitude of oxygen fluctuations scales with frequency we estimated the maximal variance an LFP scale field could drive and compared the estimated variance to the variance in the oxygen signal filtered into the frequency band of the applied field. LFP’s could drive less than 3% of the observed variance. Further, the applied fields were uniform in the fluid between the cathode and anode, brain potentials are not uniform in the current path between the anode and cathode and their effects likely cancel.

Further, we are able to record significantly different LFP and oxygen responses simultaneously. We assessed whether we could detect stimulus driven changes in oxygen and electrophysiology simultaneously. Figure 3 shows the oxygen and LFP responses from neighboring electrodes to 4 s of 5 Hz stroboscopic illumination in area V3. These results show that our oxygen polarographic system can detect stimulus-driven changes in local brain oxygen similar to what would be expected from BOLD fMRI recording under the same conditions. In addition to confirming that our system was sensitive to changes in brain oxygen concentration driven by ventilator gas, insensitive to electrical fields, and showed the basic characteristics of a polarographic system we confirmed that we could detect the phenomena of interest studied with BOLD: stimulus driven and ongoing fluctuations in oxygen in the presence of the brain’s electrical activity. Chapter 3 discusses serial recording of tissue oxygen and electrophysiological stimulus responses in detail.

Chapter 4 discusses oxygen fluctuations and our ability to assess their inter-regional dependence. Initially, as discussed above regarding conditioning, we determined that we could measure a nearly flat (less than 1% modulation) signal in a beaker. In vitro
recording confirmed that the inherent signal to noise of our system was fairly high (low noise). Once recording in the brain we further noted that we observed large fluctuations, as was reported in prior polarographic literature. However, the magnitude of these fluctuations was location dependent. In some cases we even noticed nearly flat recordings in the junction of the lateral occipital and intra-parietal sulci where a pocket of CSF can form. Position dependence of fluctuations implies that they are brain driven and not simply an artifact of recording in the macaque.

Daily use of this system has proven to be similar to standard macaque electrophysiology. One must choose electrode locations, load electrodes into a microdrive for placement in the brain, condition or train a macaque for recording, and engage recording equipment. Somewhat more electrode maintenance is required to keep conditioned electrodes available, and combining polarography and electrophysiology requires knowledge of two sets of recording hardware. However, this system is far easier to deploy than BOLD fMRI or optical measures of hemodynamic activity and far easier to combine with electrophysiology.

Development and testing of this system was done in collaboration with Illya Tolokh and Tim Holy, who provided mice, gases, and small animal recording space for system testing during development, and Gerald Gusdorf with whom we collaborated in the design and customization of recording electronics. In particular, the design and construction of the optical isolation and charging systems were done in collaboration with and under the mentorship of Gerald Gusdorf. Illya performed all mouse surgery.
Figure 1: Oxygen Polarographic Plateau. The blue line shows current (y-axis) driven in our oxygen polarographic system at the indicated voltage (x-axis). Voltage was adjusted in 0.05 V increments from -0.2 to -1 V. Note the plateau in the current voltage relationship around -0.8 V. The plateau shown here, or deviations from a linear (Ohm’s law V=IR) current voltage relationship, reflects oxygen concentration restriction of current and is a hallmark of oxygen polarographic measurement.

Oxygen polarography is an electrochemical technique that allows measurement of oxygen concentration in a fluid. In an oxygen polarographic system, oxygen concentration is proportional to current at a specific polarizing voltage. In the -0.6 to -0.9 voltage range current is restricted by the rate of charge transfer at the cathode. Oxygen reduction at the cathode is known to be the primary half-cell reaction carrying charge (or current) through solution. The rate of charge transfer, current, depends on how frequently this reaction can occur which in turn depends on oxygen concentration. Thus current is limited by oxygen concentration. At lower and higher voltages other half cell reactions contribute significantly to charge transfer.

The height of this plateau, or current at -0.8 V is proportional to oxygen concentration, in the remainder of the document, changes in current at this voltage are considered changes in oxygen concentration. The capacitive transients reflect adjustments of the micro scale capacitor of reduced ions on the electrode tip and unreduced ions one molecular layer away. This recording was obtained in a saline filled beaker. However, we confirmed current restriction in CSF in vivo and linearity of the plateau height with oxygen concentration in other experiments.
Figure 2: Carbogen Response: The blue line depicts changes in oxygen concentration (current at -0.8 V) recorded in cortex of an anesthetized artificially ventilated mouse. When the ventilation gas is switched from air to carbogen (95 %O₂ 5% CO₂, red bar) systemic vasodilation is induced by the increased CO₂ and oxygen saturation is increased by the elevated O₂ concentration. Vasodilation in the face of increased oxygen concentration caused by carbogen disrupts normal homeostatic regulation and leads to a dramatic increase in tissue oxygen. This increase in local oxygen levels can be detected by our system as a near 300% increase in polarographic current and/or oxygen. These results demonstrate that our technique is sensitive to in vivo changes in oxygen concentration.
Figure 3 Simultaneous local field potential and oxygen stimulus response: Panel A shows the oxygen, polarographic current, response to 4s of 5 Hz stroboscopic illumination recorded from area V3 of the awake macaque. Panels B and C show the local field potential response recorded simultaneously from an electrode 1 mm away also in area V3. These recordings demonstrate that we are able to record normal physiological fluctuations in oxygen. Recording with our system matches what we would expect to see with BOLD fMRI recording under the same conditions. Further the substantial difference in the oxygen and LFP responses demonstrates our ability to record oxygen and electrophysiology simultaneously without substantial interference, a major design goal.
Chapter 3:

Stimulus Driven Tissue Oxygen and Local Field Potential Responses.

Overview:

This chapter discusses stimulus driven tissue oxygen and local field potential responses in representative regions of the default mode and visual/attention networks, (posterior cingulate, PCC, and area V3) to 15 s of 1 Hz stroboscopic illumination. These results extend the system testing discussed in chapter 2. The presented polarographic oxygen results are consistent with prior BOLD fMRI results validating our technique. Further, these results provide novel evidence that macaques show external engagement suppressed default mode network activity and provide insight into the electrophysiological behavior of the default mode network. Finally, these results allow comparison of the neural activity related to oxygen and by proxy to BOLD fMRI responses. This comparison supports a strong neural BOLD relationship. However, it suggests that the nature of the neural activity BOLD fMRI relationship, or at least BOLD’s relationship to LFP power, varies across regions and suggests caution in making specific claims about neural activity from BOLD data. Here we briefly re-introduce the relevant issues, discuss experiment specific methods, results, and conclusions.

V3 and PCC have very different, task-positive vs. task negative, BOLD fMRI responses to externally engaging stimuli in humans. As expected both LFP and oxygen
increased in V3 and decreased in PCC. However, in addition to this primary behavior oxygen and LFP showed substantial nuance. In V3, oxygen showed greater responses to the onset and offset of the stimulus and a reduced sustained activation during stimulation. In PCC, oxygen showed a prominent activation to stimulus onset followed by sustained suppression. In V3, most LFP bands showed an increase, however, LFP power decreased in the 4-16 Hz range. In PCC, all LFP bands showed an onset transient followed by sustained suppression. However, the time-course of suppression varied across frequencies. In both regions the LFP showed positive responses to each flash of the stroboscopic stimulus. These phasic responses rode on top of the primary tonic behavior and were 10 times greater in V3 than in PCC. Both regions showed a strong relationship between LFP and oxygen.

This work will be submitted for publication by myself and Jingfeng Li in a format similar to what is presented here. Data collection and writing (publication version) were done collaboratively and authorship will be shared. As the senior member of the team I in general took the lead and coached Jingfeng through much of his involvement. I designed the study, did the analyses and wrote what is presented here.

**Introduction:**

Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI in humans and electrophysiological recording in animal models have both provided enormous insight into the functional architecture of the brain. It is generally accepted that BOLD relates to neural activity. However, the majority of work comparing BOLD and neural activity has been done in primary sensory areas in anesthetized animals. The specifics of the relationship
between BOLD fMRI and neural activity remain unclear and may differ between states, between positive and negative responses, and across areas. [13, 14, 24-26, 33-37, 85, 194, 199, 200]

A unique set of regions, the default-mode network, show decreasing-“task negative”, responses to a wide range of stimuli or tasks. These areas are thought to sub-serve a function that is engaged when subjects are at rest and not engaged with the external world [121]. Our understanding of these task-negative responses comes primarily from human BOLD fMRI and the nature of the relationship between the studied task-negative BOLD fMRI responses and neural activity is unclear.

Direct comparison of neural and task negative BOLD responses in the default mode network faces several serious technical complications. Simultaneous BOLD fMRI and electrophysiology is nearly impossible in humans, and, when possible in macaques, is exceedingly technically demanding. [37]. Comparisons of BOLD and electrophysiological recordings are further confounded by signal interference and difficulties in matching the location and spatial coverage of the two signals. In addition, to examine task negative default-mode responses in the macaque a baseline resting state must be established. Collection of BOLD fMRI in monkeys requires the animal to sit still in the loud and potentially frightening fMRI environment. While sitting still and ignoring the fMRI environment are easy tasks for humans, they are unnatural and effortful actions for monkeys that require extensive training. It is unclear whether the effortful, “sitting still” baseline state used in macaque fMRI can be considered a resting state that is directly comparable to the human resting state. In contrast, monkeys left
alone in a quiet dark room with minimum restriction, naturally enter a drowsy state that resembles the resting state used in human BOLD fMRI studies.

We implemented, oxygen polarography, an electrode-based, MRI-independent, oxygen measurement, in the awake macaque to allow comparison of oxygen (a BOLD fMRI surrogate) and electrophysiology when a macaque is woken from this resting state by stimulation. This electrode-based technique has few limits beyond those of standard micro-electrode electrophysiological recording. In addition, oxygen polarography can be readily combined with electrophysiology and allows the comparison between neural and oxygen responses.

We recorded oxygen polarography and local field potentials (LFP) in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC, a core default mode, or task negative, region) and area V3 (a visual task positive area) of awake monkeys. When a macaque sitting restfully in the dark is engaged by stroboscopic visual stimulation, oxygen levels and LFP power are primarily suppressed in PCC and increased in V3. However, we also note substantial activations to stimulus onset in both oxygen and LFP, and positive, phasic LFP responses to the individual flashes in both regions. Finally, comparison between LFP and oxygen responses shows that LFP and oxygen responses are highly related across a wide range of LFP frequencies in both regions, but the relationship appears to differ between regions.

**Methods:**

**Oxygen Recording:**

Oxygen polarography is an electrochemical technique. At a highly controlled voltage the current flowing between a noble metal cathode and a non-polarizable reference
electrode across a fluid bridge, in this case the brain/ECF/CSF, becomes proportional to oxygen concentration. In this arrangement, the primary half-cell reaction receiving electrons at the cathode is the reduction of oxygen. This reaction is rate limited by oxygen concentration and thus the rate of charge transfer, current, is proportional to oxygen concentration[49, 196]. This technique has a long and well-validated history in neuroscience. [109, 195].

We utilized specialized platinum microelectrodes suitable for both oxygen polarographic redox control and electrophysiological recording (FHC instruments) as a cathode, polarized at -0.8 V compared to a high quality Ag/AgCl reference (anode) (Grass Technologies). A high quality purpose built ammeter (Unisense PA2000) supplied the polarizing voltage and measured current.

Control of stray current paths was achieved by electrically isolating the entire system using a custom built optical isolator. The anode was placed on the back of the head in an area that showed little visible movement and skin was abraded to avoid sweat and movement potentials. Oxygen signal response time was limited to 50 ms (20 Hz) by capacitance in the system and was thus filtered at 20 Hz just prior to digitization (Frequency Devices). Our system allows simultaneous recording at 4 sites in awake macaques with a temporal resolution of 50 ms and a spatial specificity of 30-100 microns.

**Animals, Behavior, Stimulus:**

2 macaques participated in this study. Animals were cared for and handled in accordance with the public health service guide for animal use and all procedures were approved by the Washington University Animal Studies Committee. During recording
macaques were fully hydrated and sat head-fixed in a dark room facing a wide field textured screen with no expectation of a task or reward. Behavior was unconstrained and macaques naturally settled into a resting “default” state operationally similar to the resting state used in human fMRI. This state was interrupted by 15 seconds of dim 1 Hz stroboscopic illumination presented at 30 s intervals. Eye tracking and behavioral monitoring demonstrated that macaques engaged with this stimulus but found it only mildly arousing and entered a natural resting state during darkness.

**Recording:**

The brain was accessed via bilateral 15 mm chronic recording chambers (Crist instruments). MRI images (Siemens Trio MPRAGE .5 mm isotropic voxels) were obtained including a specialized phantom that allows visualization of the chamber and projection of a chamber based coordinate system into the brain. In one monkey, 2 small MRI lucent manganese chloride injections were placed using this coordinate projection and he was reimaged to confirm and refine its accuracy. For each recording session 4 specialized platinum microelectrodes were inserted using the MRI projection into bilateral PCC and V3, using twin multi-electrode microdrives (NAN instruments). During penetration electrophysiology was recorded from the advancing electrodes. Placement in gray matter was confirmed by multi-unit activity.

We recorded from 23/21 sites and 1025/942 trials in PCC and V3 respectively for oxygen, 605/607 trials for LFP, across 15 sessions. In order to allow precise co-localization, oxygen and LFP responses were recorded serially from the same electrode. Our oxygen polarography technique allows simultaneous recording from neighboring electrodes, however, given the tiny volumes that generate LFP and from
which we record oxygen, we were concerned that neighboring electrodes would not
reflect overlapping response fields. Data shown in figures 6 and 7 reflects 19 sites in
V3 and 22 in PCC from which both oxygen and LFP were successfully recorded from
the same electrode at the same site. Data from both monkeys was similar and thus
combined. LFP was measured and all data was stored at 1 kHz using the Plexon MAP
system (Plexon Inc.).

Analysis:
All analyses were done in Matlab (Matlab Inc. Natick Ma). LFP data was decomposed
into amplitude by frequency using the complex wavelet transform with the morlet
wavelet. LFP power fluctuations were normalized to the inter-trial interval (ITI) mean by
frequency to overcome the roughly 1/f power spectrum of raw LFP and allow
comparison of LFP responses across frequency. Oxygen recordings were converted to
percent deviation from the mean ITI value. The ITI was defined as the last 5 s of each
trial. Oxygen and frequency decomposed LFP responses were averaged across trials,
days, and, since results were very similar, monkeys.

In order to compare LFP and oxygen, correlation between and transforms from LFP
to oxygen were assessed. Lagged Pearson’s r correlation was assessed between LFP
and oxygen at each LFP frequency. For statistical analysis Pearson’s r values were
converted to a normal distribution using the Fisher’s z transform. Three methods of
evaluating the LFP oxygen transform were assessed. We fit two assumed shape
transforms and directly estimated the transform using FFT de-convolution. Fitting each
transfer function minimized mean squared error between the predicted oxygen
response (convolution of the fit kernel with LFP) and the recorded oxygen response.
The SPM 5 transfer function was generated using the default settings of the SPM 5 fMRI toolbox (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5/). This function was chosen due to its prior use in the literature relating LFP and hemodynamic signals. Generic hemodynamic response functions were fit using the SPM 5 toolbox. The parameter space for both transforms was searched to minimize the squared deviation of the convolution of the fit TF with the LFP response and the oxygen response. (The SPM5 function has one free parameter, scale; the generic hemodynamic response function has 8 parameters: length of the kernel, onset delay of the kernel, ratio of the two gamma functions, time to peak and dispersion of the two gamma functions and scale).

Data driven transfer functions estimates were calculated using standard linear systems theory. In brief, the average oxygen and LFP response at each frequency were whitened, zero padded and converted into the frequency domain using the fast Fourier transform. The transform was limited to values at frequencies less than 20 Hz (the high-cut of the oxygen system) to remove non-physiologic effects and the transformed oxygen was divided by LFP. To remove idiosyncratic effect of white noise, this process was repeated 500 times and the division result averaged in frequency space. The result was then converted back to the time domain using the inverse Fourier transform and remaining idiosyncratic high-frequency results of the Fourier division removed by smoothing with a ½ s Gaussian kernel.
Results:

We recorded local tissue oxygen and LFP in bilateral V3 and PCC in response to 15 s of 1Hz stroboscopic illumination in two monkeys. Each stimulus was separated by 30 s of darkness to allow the macaque to return to the resting state. Figure 1 shows approximate recording sites and the stimulus paradigm. Animals were head-fixed and sitting in a primate chair but were otherwise unrestrained. No rewards were delivered. Visual monitoring and eye tracking confirmed that during the 30 s of darkness macaques were relaxed and drowsy. Oxygen and LFP recordings were acquired serially from the same electrodes. Each signal, oxygen or LFP, was recorded simultaneously in all four regions. V3 is visually responsive and is representative of stimulus driven “task-positive” brain regions. PCC is the most common default or task-negative region cited, and is often thought of as a hub of the default mode network.

Oxygen polarography and BOLD fMRI both reflect changes in local brain oxygen levels. However, there are substantial differences in resolution and oxygen contrast mechanisms. Nevertheless, the integral of the oxygen response during the stimulation period is positive in V3 and negative in PCC (0.77 ±.075%, V3, -1.82 ± .21%, PCC, p<.005 across sites in both regions). Oxygen activation in V3 and suppression in PCC by a visual stimulus is consistent with the BOLD fMRI results and demonstrates that our technique captures the stimulus driven phenomena of interest. (Figure 2)

In addition to the main effect our design allows direct assessment, by trial averaging, of the time-course of the response. Oxygen signals in both regions exhibit a strong positive response to the onset of the stimulus (onset response) and are indistinguishable for the first 3.5 s. In V3, the amplitude and timing of the onset
response (peak of 2% at 6 s) are highly consistent with BOLD fMRI results in both humans and macaques. Onset responses in PCC are not commonly noted, potentially due to the focus on suppression of default-mode activity. However, several human BOLD fMRI studies report onset activations in PCC that are consistent with our observations, peak response of 1% at ~4 s. [201]

Following the onset response, oxygen behavior in PCC and V3 diverges. In V3, oxygen falls to a sustained ~0.3% by ~10 s, and shows a response to offset of ~0.7% at ~3 s relative to the last flash. After the offset response, there is a notable undershoot, with oxygen reaching a negative maximum of -0.6% at ~10 s after stimulus cessation. The time-course in V3 is highly consistent with both human and macaque BOLD fMRI responses. In PCC, the oxygen response quickly reverses sign and reaches a nadir of -2.7% at ~11 s after stimulus onset. Throughout stimulation, oxygen levels in PCC remain suppressed at ~ -2% and do not return to the resting level until 17 s after stimulus cessation. The time-course in PCC is highly consistent with human BOLD fMRI results. In the macaque, there is only limited evidence of BOLD suppression in PCC and no reported time-courses. Our results provide the best evidence to date of default activity suppression in the macaque and the first characterization of the time-course of suppression in the macaque.

Despite contrast differences and dramatically higher spatial specificity and temporal resolution of our technique compared to BOLD fMRI (30-100 microns vs. 2-3 mm and 20 Hz vs. .3-.5 Hz) the valence and time-courses of the responses we report are highly consistent with human BOLD fMRI and argue that our technique is a valid surrogate. Further, our results provide addition evidence of a stimulus onset response in PCC in
general, and new oxygen suppression evidence of a default-mode in the macaque.

Serially recorded local field potentials (LFP), from the same sites in response to the same stimuli shows qualitatively similar responses to oxygen. Figure 3A shows that, like oxygen, LFP power is overall increased in V3 and decreased in PCC. LFP modulation is highly significant and is presented in standard error units (Z-score) with green transitioning to yellow (+) or blue (-) at Z-scores of ± 2. Figure 3B shows the mean (± SEM) percent change by frequency of LFP power during visual stimulation (5-15 s). In PCC, LFP power is suppressed across the whole frequency range (1-150Hz), though the magnitude of the suppression varies across frequency. In V3, LFP power is significantly increased at most frequencies, with the notable exception of 4-16 Hz. Both heat maps and mean modulation are relative to the mean ITI (last 5 s) power across all trials.

The LFP response shows substantial temporal and spectral details that are not visible in the oxygen responses. In order to examine these details of the LFP response, we collapsed the LFP response into the common EEG frequency ranges (Figure 4): Delta: 1-4 Hz, Theta: 4-8 Hz, Alpha: 8-14 Hz, Beta: 14-30 Hz, low Gamma: 30-50, and high Gamma: 50-150 Hz. These bands were chosen for consistency with the existing literature.

In both V3 and PCC, like oxygen, there is a significant LFP onset response across all bands. The magnitude of this onset response is similar between the two regions. However, the waveform varies across regions and frequencies. After the onset response, the LFP time-courses can be separated into tonic baseline modulation and
phasic responses to each flash of the strobe stimulus. Baseline is defined as the 100 ms before each flash and is compared to the ITI resting level. In V3, the gamma and delta range baseline is elevated, theta and alpha range baseline is suppressed, and beta range baseline is unchanged. In PCC, all bands show sustained baseline suppression. Baseline modulation in both regions in all bands is significant at p<<.001.

The temporal dynamics of baseline modulation also differs across frequency bands (Figure 4). In V3, gamma band elevation occurs immediately following stimulus onset and is maintained at a constant level until ~1 s after the end of stimulation. Baseline suppression in the alpha and theta bands increases slowly over the first several flashes and is much slower ~2 s to return to the resting level after the end of stimulation. The delta band baseline increase occurs rapidly and, in contrast to the sustained baseline elevation in the gamma band, decreases immediately after the end of the stimulus. Delta band LFP also shows a prominent post-stimulation undershoot. In PCC, baseline suppression in all the bands increases slowly and does not return to the resting level until ~15 s after the last flash. The timing and magnitude of suppression varies across bands. One way ANOVA of time to peak suppression (time at max suppression) across frequency by trials shows a significant effect of frequency in PCC, with a trend for longest peak times in the beta and low-gamma range, 14-50 Hz (df = 74,59850 F= 4.16, p = 3 X 10^{-30}).

In addition to the sustained activity, figure 5 shows that there are significant (p at peak < .0001) phasic responses to each stimulus (prominent in V3, less visible in PCC). To highlight the phasic response, we averaged the LFP responses across flashes 4-15. (Flashes 1-3 were not used to prevent confounds from the onset response). Sustained
responses were removed by subtracting the mean of the 100 ms before each flash. Phasic responses are present in both regions at all frequencies; however, they are approximately 10 times larger in V3 than in PCC. There is a strong phasic response to the onset of each flash, with additional smaller structures just before and after the offset of each flash. At low frequencies (Delta, Theta and Alpha) the response is distorted largely due to blurring in time inherent to estimation of power at these frequencies and not shown. Note that in V3 the strongest phasic response occurs in the high Gamma band, while in PCC the strongest phasic response is in the Beta band.

Overall, the LFP response contains substantial high frequency detail, multiple time-courses across frequencies, and shows phasic responses. The different LFP time-courses across bands and between regions are suggestive of multiple processes with distinct responses to the stimulus onset, sustain, and offset. The reflection of the high frequency LFP details in the oxygen signal is unclear and the apparent multiple LFP processes may each have a unique relationship to the oxygen response. With only a single stimulus we cannot disassociate the roles of these features.

However, despite these details, the oxygen and LFP responses are qualitatively very similar and highly related. Both oxygen and LFP show onset responses followed by sustained activation in V3 (except for Theta and Alpha LFP) and sustained suppression in PCC. Given matched LFP and oxygen recordings (recorded from the same cortex during the same task) and qualitatively related but distinct responses it is reasonable to evaluate the quantitative relationship between them. Quantification can be broken into two questions: how strong is the relationship between two signals, and what is the nature of the relationship, or shape of the transform, between two signals? These two
questions are in principle confounded as the apparent strength of the relationship will change if a transform is applied to either signal.

In order to quantify the first order linear similarity between the oxygen and LFP signals we evaluated lagged linear correlation shown in figure 6. Lagged correlation was used to account for the substantial delay between LFP and oxygen responses. Since linear correlation could be impacted by substantial differences in frequency content between the LFP and oxygen responses or across LFP frequencies, (higher frequency LFPs are able to represent higher frequency detail in the response), we also evaluated linear correlation after low-pass filtering the LFP responses below 1 Hz. Low-pass filtering is a mathematical transform and could artificially distort the relationship between oxygen and LFP. We do not imply that it reflects the actual transform between LFP and oxygen. However, low-pass filtering provides a control for potential frequency confounds of the raw linear correlation.

In V3, absolute correlation has a mean of 0.58 across frequencies and ranges from a minimum of ~0.3 at 4 and 16 Hz where the response changes valence to a maximum of ~ 0.7 in the delta and low gamma ranges. Note that in the 4-16 Hz range, correlation is negative. After low-pass filtering, in V3 the mean and minimum correlation are slightly but significantly increased ($r_{\text{mean}} = 0.63$, $r_{\text{min}} = 0.55$, $p<.0001$). However, the maximal correlation is slightly decreased, ($r_{\text{max}} = 0.65$, $p<.0001$). In PCC, correlation ranges from ~0.45 in the 20-30 Hz range to ~0.8 in the 1-6 Hz range with a mean across frequencies of ~0.6. After low-pass filtering, mean min and max correlation in PCC are all significantly increased. ($r_{\text{mean}} = 0.82$, $r_{\text{min}} = 0.66$, $r_{\text{max}} = 0.86$, $p<.0001$). In V3 the mean lag at peak correlation is $3.1 \pm .3$ s with a minimum of ~1.5s in the 4-16 Hz range and a
maximum of ~7s in the 3-4 Hz. In PCC the mean lag is significantly longer at 4.5 ± .3s
(p <<< .0001) and has a minimum of 3.8s in the 20-30 Hz range and a maximum of 7.1s
at 10 Hz. Filtering does not significantly change lags. Lagged linear correlation without
low-pass filtering is shown in figure 6.

Overall, with or without filtering, LFP and oxygen responses are highly correlated at
all LFP frequencies and no one LFP frequency range, in either region, is clearly the best
correlate of oxygen. Comparing V3 and PCC, there are significant differences between
regions in both time lag at peak correlation and in the profile of correlation strength
across LFP frequencies. (Permutation, Two way ANOVA of time lag X region X
frequency, df = 74,1,74,2700 F = 1064, 2.1e5, 1736  P<<.0001, Two way ANOVA of
correlation X region X frequency, df = 74,1,74,2700 F = 7e3, 2.8e4, 7.6e3 P<<.0001)
At most frequencies, lags are significantly longer in PCC. Correlation primarily differs in
the 4-16 Hz range, where correlation in V3 is negative, and in the low gamma range,
where correlation in V3 is slightly greater than in PCC. These differences in correlation
pattern demonstrate that the first order relationship between oxygen and LFP differs
between regions.

To directly evaluate the nature of the relationship between LFP and oxygen in V3
and PCC we fit three classes of transfer functions. Figure 7 illustrates the relationship
between the gamma-band (50-100Hz) LFP and oxygen responses. Prior literature has
suggested that the gamma band is the most consistent LFP frequency range correlated
with BOLD fMRI[27, 28, 36, 37, 202], thus we chose to use it to illustrate the transfer
function effects in detail. However, the primary findings can be extended to our full
frequency range (1-150 Hz).
Figure 7 shows the fit kernels for each class of transfer functions and the result of convolving the gamma band LFP with each of the kernels shown: the canonical SPM 5 hemodynamic response function (HRF) with 1 free parameter (scale), a generic HRF or sum of two gamma functions with 8 free parameters (scale, amplitude of both functions, delay of both functions, ratio of the two functions, total delay and total width of the kernel), and a kernel calculated from the data using Fourier de-convolution. All three methods generate reasonable kernels, (figure 7, column 2), reflecting a delayed temporal smoothing of LFP into oxygen and increase in the strength of the relationship between oxygen and gamma band LFP above that found with linear correlation. The standard SPM 5 HRF increases the correlation between transformed LFP and oxygen from a linear correlation of 0.54 to 0.7 in V3 and from .47 to 0.92 in PCC (figure 7, column 3, rows 1, 2). Across recording sites, the increase is significant at p <.005. Using the generic HRF the fits again improve significantly to a correlation of 0.92 in V3 and 0.96 in PCC respectively, as is expected with more degrees of freedom, p<.0005 (figure 7, column 3, rows 3, 4). The calculated kernel fits are statistically similar to the generic HRF fits, though slightly better, 0.94 and 0.98 in V3 and PCC (figure 7, column 3, rows 5, 6). These results argue that in both regions gamma band LFP and oxygen have a very strong linear relationship.

However, closer inspection argues that the relationship in V3 and PCC may not be the same. Most notably, the scale of the kernel is significantly larger in PCC for all 3 function classes: SPM 5, 3.5 times p=.0004, generic HRF 3.5 times, p=.0026, calculated kernel, 2.5 times p=.0007. Further, it appears by eye that the shapes of the kernel are different in the two regions. Note the initial negativity in the generic HRF fit for
PCC. These observations are suggestive that for our stimulus the reflection of neural activity in tissue oxygen may be different in PCC and V3. In the least, magnitude of neural response should not be assumed to directly correspond to magnitude of oxygen (or BOLD) response. However, these results may also indicate the LFP power modulation isn’t the best correlate of BOLD activity.

Further, for all three kernels the fit of transformed gamma band LFP to oxygen is significantly better in PCC, p<.05. For the canonical SPM 5 HRF and the generic HRF, this suggests that these models are closer to the ideal relationship in PCC than in V3. One might note that Fourier de-convolution should provide perfect fits in both regions. This is essentially true in PCC. In V3 the reduced fit is due to limited frequency content and a restriction to positive time. The kernels shown and used for fitting are restricted to frequencies actually present in the data, and further smoothed. The raw FFT de-convolution kernel includes some high frequency elements related to transforming the large phasic responses. Further, FFT de-convolution identifies a transform with some negative time elements (portions of the kernel before time zero). Inclusion of the negative portion increases the fit to near perfect. Negative time violates causality and in a pure sense indicates mathematical over-fitting. Since we are fitting the mean LFP response to the mean oxygen response, and the ITI right before the trial starts has a mean of zero, negative time does not reflect anticipation. Negative time values in a Fourier derived kernel can reflect feedback. Essentially this mathematical result suggests that the relationship between LFP and oxygen changes over time. This is reasonable in V3 where the oxygen response to onset and offset is much greater than during sustained stimulation. Negative time in the Fourier derived kernel suggests that
the oxygen onset/sustain/offset profile isn’t fully explained by differences in LFP response to onset, offset and sustained stimulation. Including negative time does not have a significant impact in PCC.

The basic findings from analysis of the gamma band LFP to oxygen kernel can be extended to our full frequency range. For this analysis the transform from the single frequency LFP response at all frequencies in 1 Hz and 2 Hz steps from 2 to 150 Hz was assessed. At all frequencies the canonical SPM5 and generic HRF’s provide a better fit in PCC than V3. However, the effect is mild in the gamma band, as seen in figure 7, and pronounced at low frequencies (below 20 Hz), where generic and SPM5 models offer minimal improvement in fit over linear regression in V3. The inability of these functions to fit V3 LFP to oxygen at low frequencies further argues that the LFP oxygen relationship differs in V3 and PCC. The FFT fitted functions also differ substantially. If the estimated kernels at a given frequency are compared, region-to-region kernel correlation is less than 0.4 at all frequencies. Further, the peak amplitude of the estimated kernel is greater in PCC than V3 in the gamma band, and greater (and negative) in V3 in the theta and alpha bands. Finally, the importance of negative time increases significantly at low frequencies (<20 Hz), in which the LFP response is primarily monotonic positive, and adaptation appears to be required to fit the onset sustain difference.

Overall, these results validate the use of oxygen polarography as a surrogate for BOLD. Further, they demonstrate task driven suppression of oxygen and LFP in a default mode area in the macaque and its time-course. Finally, in both regions they
demonstrate a strong neural oxygen relationship, though for this comparison the relationship differs between V3 and PCC.

**Discussion:**

Using a novel implementation of oxygen polarography, we recorded local field potentials and local tissue oxygen responses to visual stimulation in visual/attention (V3) and default mode (PCC) regions in the awake macaque. Our observations argue that: oxygen polarography in the awake macaque is a reasonable, high resolution, surrogate for BOLD fMRI; the macaque default mode network shows the same characteristic suppression of high resting activity by external engagement; suppression of BOLD fMRI activity in the default mode network relates to neural suppression; and that neural and hemodynamic responses to stimuli are highly related although the nature of the relationship may differ between V3 and PCC.

**Oxygen Polarography as a BOLD Surrogate:**

Oxygen polarography and BOLD fMRI should, in principle, measure the same phenomena. Blood and tissue oxygen are in equilibrium and physiologic changes that alter blood supply or oxygen consumption (metabolism) should be well represented in both measurements. Since our results show that task driven hemodynamic responses recorded with oxygen polarography are near identical to what we would expect to see with BOLD fMRI we argue that, to a first order, oxygen polarography can be considered a BOLD fMRI surrogate.

As a BOLD fMRI surrogate, oxygen polarography provides several advantages and is more readily combined with electrophysiology. Oxygen polarography provides higher spatial and temporal resolution than commonly available with BOLD fMRI (30-100
microns vs. 2-3 mm and 20 Hz vs. 0.3 Hz). This resolution is much closer to the scale of neural architecture (i.e. cortical columns), to the scale of local field potential recording[203], and to the timing of neural activity. Thus, oxygen responses recorded with oxygen polarography are more naturally relatable to neural phenomena or recordings. In the present study, this increased resolution also provided better characterization of the time-course of oxygen responses than is commonly reported in BOLD fMRI literature.

Further, macaque fMRI requires significant training specific to controlling animal behavior in the fMRI environment and comes with substantial constraints on the experiments that can be performed. Simultaneous BOLD fMRI with electrophysiological recording requires the use of specialized non-magnetic mechanical systems to place and target electrodes in the cramped high magnetic field fMRI environment. Oxygen polarography is an electrode based technique and can be implemented in the standard macaque electrophysiology setup. Implementation of oxygen polarography in the standard electrophysiology setup makes it a more practical measurement that can be used under a wider range of conditions and more easily mechanically combined with electrophysiology.

Finally, Oxygen polarography has no direct interference with AC coupled electrophysiological recording. The strong fluctuating magnetic fields of fMRI interfere with electrophysiological recording. Although these effects can be measured and filtered or regressed out they cause inherent loss of signal quality. Oxygen polarography can, in principle, provide much cleaner simultaneous oxygen and electrophysiological recordings. Additionally, the electrodes used for polarography can
be used for electrophysiological recording. We are capable of recording oxygen polarography and standard electrophysiology simultaneously from neighboring electrodes. However, in the present study we capitalized on the ability to record local field potentials (serially) from the same electrodes used to record polarography. This provides spatial localization and resolution match of the two signals that is impossible with BOLD fMRI.

There are differences in the mechanics, resolution, and noise sources for the two measurement techniques. For instance, total blood volume can have effects on BOLD fMRI that are orthogonal to oxygen concentration. Since both techniques are sensitive to brain oxygen levels at different scales, in different tissue compartments and with different noise sources, detailed comparison of measurements with the two techniques might provide insight into the vascular or metabolic details of a particular response or cross validation of either technique. In this case comparison simply supports the well-established concept that BOLD primarily reflects oxygen concentration.

A Macaque Default Mode Network:

In the present study we capitalized on the benefits of oxygen polarography to investigate the task negative behavior of the macaque default mode network. Our understanding of the default-mode of brain function, [122] rests on a large body of human BOLD fMRI literature. This work has identified a group of regions in which activity is consistently suppressed by a wide range of tasks and stimuli. Most of the brain, like the visual system, (or area V3 here), is responsive to specific classes of stimuli. In contrast, the default-mode regions, or network, are specifically active when
subjects are at rest compared to when they are engaging with the majority of tasks or stimuli, implying a resting or default-mode function.

BOLD fMRI functional analyses have shown that functionally associated brain regions have correlated un-driven fluctuations. In humans the default-mode network is one of the clearest and most strongly correlated networks, further arguing that it supports a common function. In the macaque, functional connectivity analyses have identified a set of regions showing correlated ongoing fluctuations homologous to the human default-mode network. However, the functional definition of this network, suppression of resting state activity by external engagement has been harder to demonstrate.

The primary obstacle to identifying “default mode” suppression in the macaque has been behavioral control in the BOLD fMRI setting. Conducting fMRI requires subjects (monkeys) to ignore the noise and vibration caused by the scanning apparatus, remain still, and minimize movement. This represents an unnatural and effortful state for a macaque and requires extensive training. It is unclear whether the effortful, “sitting still” baseline state used in macaque fMRI can be considered a “default” state that is directly comparable to the human resting or “default” state. Polarography allowed us to study naturally resting macaques. Monkeys were left alone in a quiet dark room, (the standard electrophysiology setup) with minimum restriction (other than head fixation), and entered a naturally drowsy state that is highly analogous to the human resting state. When this natural resting state is disrupted by visual stimulation our technique allows us to identify clear and fairly straightforward task-related deactivation of resting state activity.
One PET study and one fMRI meta-analysis report task related suppression of activity in default mode network regions. In these studies it is hard to distinguish activity modulation due to differential demands of the baseline and target tasks, (for example foveal vs peripheral fixation), from suppression of an actual default mode.[82, 204, 205] Nevertheless, combining these studies with the clear suppression of resting activity we report, makes a compelling argument for a classically defined, hemo-dynamic suppression of resting activity by a wide variety of tasks, a macaque default mode network.

A macaque “default-mode” has relevance to interpreting the nature of the default-mode network function. In humans, activity in default-mode areas is increased during self-referential thinking, autobiographical memory, and social cognition. [123] Since macaques are not thought to engage in high order self-reflection, at least in the same way as humans, the presence of activity in macaque PCC activity that is higher at rest suggests that a more basic process, perhaps related to modeling the future in context of prior events at whatever level the animal can represent the past. [135]

**Suppressed “Default” Neural Activity:**

Since the task-negative default mode network activity has primarily been studied with BOLD fMRI its neural underpinnings are unclear. BOLD decreases could represent an increase in neural activity (metabolic demand) in the face of constant supply, or could reflect decreases in neural activity (decreased demand) and a concomitant overshoot in decreased supply.[24, 25] A handful of studies in humans and one study in macaques report suppression of high frequency field potentials, (electrocorticography in human neurosurgical patients, microelectrode LFP in macaques), in default mode areas during
some conditions compared to others. [138-143] However, these studies also often report increases of low frequency LFP and report strong onset or offset transients across frequencies[26, 33]. Further, they use short tasks which might not allow distinction of hemodynamic responses to onset and offset from sustained activity. These studies tie their high frequency LFP results to default mode BOLD fMRI suppression and argue for suppression of a neural default-mode. However, it is unclear whether BOLD fMRI measured under the same conditions would be dominated by the onset and offset transients and show activation, or if suppressed, would be better related to high or low frequency LFP. Positive and negative modulation of activity by task is common throughout the cortex. For example, as we report, V3 shows suppression in the 4-16 Hz range by a visual stimulus. Since these studies have no way to compare their neural activity to BOLD activity under the same conditions, the relationship of the results reported in these studies and BOLD fMRI results is unclear.

We report highly correlated onset activation and sustained suppression of oxygen and LFP across all frequencies. Our results provide a clear demonstration of suppression of resting-state neural activity in a default-mode network area that can be clearly tied to BOLD fMRI. Together our LFP and oxygen results provide a compelling argument for both a hemodynamically and a neurally defined resting “default mode” in the macaque.

However, neural activity in the PCC shows substantial nuance arguing that more than simple disengagement of a single process is occurring. Suppression is slow to engage and increases during stimulation. Further there is a clear activation to onset and phasic responses to each flash of our stroboscopic stimulus. The onset activation clearly
indicates excitatory input; the phasic responses argue that this input is not fully cut off during default mode suppression. Further, we note different time-courses (timing and magnitude) of LFP suppression across frequencies and different magnitudes of onset and phasic response. Differences in response characteristics of timing, shape, and amplitude, across frequencies are highly suggestive of multiple processes. In the previous human and macaque electrophysiological studies in PCC, substantial differences across frequencies are evident. For example, the macaque study mentioned above reports increases in low frequency (<20 Hz) LFP power. These studies required actions from subjects and thus required routine engagement of more brain systems than our simple externally orienting stimuli. Our results argue for blanket suppression of multiple processes by external engagement. However, this is likely an oversimplified story due to our simple stimulus. Disambiguating the nature and/or default character of distinct responses, and apparent multiple processes, in PCC will require further study under different conditions. Further, it is unclear which of these possible processes is best reflected in the widely observed BOLD suppression. Understanding the BOLD identified default mode will require further comparison of hemodynamic and neural measurements. Finally, the presence of an onset response and graded suppression suggests that disengagement of the default-mode might best be studied with longer tasks. Since polarography allows direct comparison of neural and oxygen activity and ready access to macaque behavioral control tools, our system represents an excellent platform for this study.
Comparing Neural and Oxygen Responses in the Default and Visual/Attention Systems:

Visual inspection, linear correlation, and transfer function analysis all argue that stimulus driven tissue oxygen modulation is highly related to local field potential modulation at all frequencies. However, it is also clear that there is substantial detail in the LFP response that is not clearly represented in the oxygen response. In V3 the character of the oxygen and overall LFP responses is activation. In PCC the character of the oxygen and overall LFP responses is suppression. However, in both regions differences in LFP time-course across frequencies suggests multiple neural processes contributing to the bulk LFP response. Linear correlation analysis demonstrates that LFP at all frequencies, in either region, is reasonably related to the oxygen response. Notably, V3 LFP power between 4-16 Hz is suppressed. This suppression is highly, though negatively, correlated with the oxygen response. Certain forms of neural activity, in particular activity of inhibitory interneurons, can drive vasoconstriction. [24] It is thus plausible that the decreased 4-16 Hz LFP power reflects a reduction in vasoconstrictive neural activity and thus is directly related to the increase in oxygen. Further, the LFP response in both regions contains phasic responses to each flash of the stroboscopic stimulus. At this level it is not possible to determine whether one LFP frequency, or one of the neural processes reflected in the LFP, is best reflected in the oxygen response.

Evaluation of the transform from LFP at each frequency to the oxygen response demonstrates that LFP at all frequencies can be transformed to a near perfect prediction of the oxygen response with a reasonable linear filter. These results further support a strong neural source for the oxygen response. However, since the
relationship of these filters to the actual mechanisms linking neural activity to metabolic and vascular activity is unknown, this method cannot disambiguate which aspect of the LFP responses are best reflected in oxygen.

This analysis does suggest some important considerations when extrapolating neural activity from BOLD fMRI activity. Primarily the relative magnitude of the neural response between regions, at least a single frequency LFP reflection of a neural response, cannot be assumed or compared based on an oxygen response. Further, the standard hemodynamic response function performs differently in both areas, with better fit in PCC. This specific difference and the apparent shape difference of the ideal estimated kernel either from the generic hemodynamic model or with Fourier de-convolution are relevant to studies directly comparing neural activity to BOLD fMRI. In these studies to account for the low sampling frequency of BOLD fMRI, neural responses are often filtered and then down-sampled to the fMRI sampling frequency. Our results indicate the filter used may impact the apparent strength of the relationship between LFP at different frequencies or LFP in different regions and BOLD fMRI responses. Further, in V3, estimation by Fourier de-convolution of the exact mathematical transform from the LFP to oxygen response identifies a kernel containing negative time. This is reasonable if one compares the relative magnitude of the LFP onset and sustained responses, to the relative magnitude of the oxygen onset and sustained responses. The differences between the onset, sustained and offset neural responses does not appear to fully explain differences between onset, sustained and offset oxygen responses. This may help explain why BOLD fMRI responses in visual cortex to long stimuli cannot be modeled as a linear superposition of responses to
shorter stimuli. [206] In contrast, kernels in PCC only contain positive time and are fully causal.

Our comparison of LFP and oxygen responses so far has focused on relating single LFP frequency bands to oxygen. However, correlation results do not imply that a single LFP frequency range is clearly most related to oxygen. In fact, our results are more consistent with a multi-frequency mapping of LFP into oxygen. However, in the current dataset we do not have enough free parameters to truly explore the multi-frequency space. In principle, there is an infinite set of possible transforms and a mathematical transform can always be found that perfectly matches the LFP signal at any frequency or combination of frequencies to the oxygen signal. Given an infinite search space, a single multi-frequency high order transfer function could be found that perfectly matches the LFP and oxygen signals in both areas. However, interpretation of this transfer function would be difficult and more likely reflect a mathematical artifact than a property of the brain. Our correlation results suggest that the multi-frequency mapping of LFP into oxygen differs between regions, but without multiple task conditions we cannot discern among the set of possible multi-frequency functions. Further, we only examined a subset of neural responses, and it remains readily possible that BOLD reflects lower or higher LFP frequencies, cross frequency interactions.

Our current results provide further validation of the strong relationship between neural and hemodynamic responses and some insight into first order nature of that relationship. However, understanding the actual mechanics of the relationship between LFP and oxygen responses is beyond the scope of the current study. Further experiments in which the different processes reflected in the LFP response can be
disassociated will be required to clarify how the processes are distinctly reflected in oxygen. Further, utilizing our polarographic setup in conjunction with pharmacological and behavioral manipulations we may be able to add to the literature directly testing the mechanistic link between LFP and oxygen.

**Figure 1 Recording Location and Stimulus Paradigm.** Panel A shows the approximate recording locations in green, bi-lateral PCC and V3, overlaid on an MPRAGE T1 weighted anatomical image. Panel B shows the stimulation paradigm. Macaques sat head fixed in front of a wide field textured screen in the dark. During darkness the screen was not visible. Every 45 s, 15 s of stroboscopic 1 Hz illumination was generated with a projector. This resulted in both luminance and, by illuminating the screen, textured visual image changes. During the 30 s period of darkness eye tracking and infrared video monitoring confirmed that macaques were resting comfortably in a natural “default” state.
Figure 2 Oxygen Stimulation Response. Blue and red lines indicate oxygen modulation in posterior cingulate (PCC) and V3 respectively in response to 15 s of 1Hz stroboscopic illumination (yellow/black bars indicate each flash/dark cycle of the stroboscopic stimulus). Error bars show 1 S.E.M. across recording sites. When a macaque sitting in the dark, in a default resting state, is awoken by stimulation, oxygen increases in area V3 (red) and decreases in the PCC (blue). These oxygen responses strongly resemble what would be expected from human BOLD fMRI results, validating our technique and supporting the use of oxygen polarography as a surrogate for BOLD fMRI. The increased temporal resolution of oxygen polarography allows clear visualization of stimulus onset activation in PCC. This activation is occasionally observed but rarely discussed in human imaging. Further, these results present novel evidence of default-mode suppression by external engagement in the awake macaque.
Figure 3 LFP Stimulus Response All. Panels A and B show heat maps of the full power modulation X frequency X time LFP response to the same stimulus shown in Figure 2. The LFP responses were recorded serially from the same electrodes used to record the oxygen responses shown in figure 2 and are thus reflect exactly the same cortex. The colormap shows modulation of the LFP from its inter-trial interval (ITI) level in standard error units, and reflects the significance of the LFP modulation. The Y-axis shows frequency in 2 Hz steps. The x-axis shows time. The LFP responses are qualitatively very similar to the oxygen response with onset activation responses in both regions and sustained activation in V3 and suppression in PCC. However, note the suppression of LFP in the 4-16 Hz range in V3 and the variable suppression across frequencies in PCC. Panel C shows the mean LFP modulation during stimulation in percent deviation from the ITI level. The intent is to allow visualization of the magnitude of the response and to quantify the main activation/suppression effects. The x-axis is shown in logarithmic units from 1-164 Hz, to allow better visualization of low frequency behavior.
Figure 4 LFP Stimulus Response by Bands. For V3 (left, Red) and PCC (right, Blue) the LFP responses to stimulation is shown averaged across to indicated frequency bands. Line width reflects standard error. Stimulation is the same as in Figures 2 and 3. Each flash of the stroboscopic stimulus is indicated by the yellow/black bar. This view allows clearer visualization of the time-course of the LFP response. Note the onset activation in both regions, the large in V3 and subtle in PCC responses to each flash of the strobe stimulus, the different ratio of onset to sustained activity across frequency bands, and the different baseline modulation and time-courses of the LFP response across bands. For example, in V3 Gamma band power remains elevated for ~1 s after stimulation ends whereas in the Delta band power falls to a suppressed level immediately after stimulation ends. In PCC Alpha band power reaches an early negative peak and then trends towards baseline whereas Gamma band power suppression slowly increased throughout stimulation.
**Figure 5 Phasic LFP Response.** For V3 (left, Red) and PCC (right, Blue) LFP modulation to each flash of the stimulus is shown for 3 frequency bands. Percent LFP power modulation relative to the ITI following flashes 4-15 was averaged for each frequency band. The average of LFP responses to flashes 4-15 of the 15 flash (15s 1 Hz) stimulus were used to avoid contamination from the onset response. Baseline modulation was removed by subtracting the mean LFP response in the 100 ms prior to each flash. High and mid gamma are collapsed due to similarity, lower frequencies are not shown due to distortion of the response by the length of the wavelet required to assess LFP power at those frequencies. Note that there are significant phasic modulations in both regions with a primary response at flash onset and another effect just before and after offset. Also note that the frequency of peak modulation is different in the two regions, Gamma in V3 and Alpha in PCC, making it unlikely that this is an artifact. The presence of phasic modulation, activation, in the face of primary suppression in PCC is relevant to conceptualization of the default-mode process in PCC.
Figure 6 LFP Oxygen Linear Correlation Panels A and B show the full lagged linear correlation of mean LFP and oxygen responses at each LFP frequency. Color denotes correlation, y-axis LFP response frequency, and x-axis the shift in time or lag between the oxygen and LFP responses for the corresponding correlation value. Panel C shows the peak correlation by frequency for each region and panel D shows the lag at which peak correlation occurs. Note that LFP responses at all frequencies are well correlated with the oxygen response in the same region. Line width in C and D reflect 95% confidence interval of correlation evaluated by permutation. These results quantify the strength of the linear relationship between the clearly qualitatively related oxygen and LFP responses in both regions. Though it is negative, the correlation in the 4-16 Hz range in V3 is strong and significant. However, the different correlation profile and optimal time lag between regions suggests that the first order linear mapping of LFP into oxygen differs between the two regions.
Figure 7 Gamma Band LFP to Oxygen Transfer Functions  Column 1 shows the gamma band (50-100 Hz) LFP response in both regions. Column 2 shows the estimation of an optimal transform from the gamma band LFP to oxygen responses with 3 methods. Rows 1 and 2 show the canonical SPM 5 hemodynamic response function scaled to provide the best match (after convolution) of the LFP to oxygen. Rows 3 and 4 show an 8 parameter fit of a generic hemodynamic response function to optimize the match between LFP and oxygen. Rows 5 and 6 show a mathematically derived (FFT de-convolution) estimate of the kernel that best relates gamma band LFP and oxygen. Column 3 shows the results of convolving the LFP response with the kernels shown, gray shows where the prediction misses the measured oxygen response. Note that for all methods the kernel is much larger in PCC than in V3 and for all methods the shape of the kernel differs between regions. Further, the fit of LFP to oxygen possible with the SPM and generic hemodynamic response is significantly better in PCC than in V3. These results support the idea that oxygen is highly related to LFP and that oxygen reflects a lagged and smoothed linear transform of LFP. However, the exact shape of that transform may vary across cortex. Different magnitude shapes and fits are also found at all other frequencies. See text. These results suggest that the common practice of convolving electrophysiological signals with an a priori kernel prior to evaluating the relationship with BOLD fMRI may be confounded by different accuracy of that transform in different regions.
Chapter 4:

Inter-Regional Correlation of Ongoing Oxygen Fluctuations

Overview:

BOLD fMRI functional connectivity analyses are based on inter-regional temporal dependencies of fluctuations in the resting state BOLD fMRI signal. In this chapter we demonstrate the ability of our polarographic system to investigate the long-range temporal dependencies of oxygen fluctuations. We argue that this technique provides a higher resolution surrogate measure of the same phenomena studied in BOLD fMRI functional connectivity. This chapter does not contain electrophysiology. However, since polarography can be readily combined with electrophysiology, demonstration in this chapter of oxygen polarography in the awake macaque as an alternative for the study of functional connectivity, establishes a platform for future study of the neural underpinnings of functional connectivity.

We capitalize on the temporal resolution and long recording possible with our technique to explore the temporal structure of the long-range correlated oxygen signals. The fluctuations underlying functional connectivity are slow, and readily detectable with BOLD fMRI. However, these fluctuations have a $1/f^{\alpha}$ power spectrum and are not periodic. Thus, in the presence of noise Fourier and nyquist limit assumptions about sampling rate, length and frequency resolution are not wholly valid. Due to slow sampling frequency and short sample durations, BOLD fMRI cannot fully assess the waveform or frequency content of the fluctuations or their correlation. We find that inter-regional correlation is present in a specific frequency range with peak correlation at $\sim.06$
Hz. Further, while we confirm the power spectrum for local oxygen fluctuations is well described by a $1/t^{\alpha}$ fit, we note deviations from the $1/t^{\alpha}$ behavior at the same frequencies driving correlation. These results imply distinct mechanisms orchestrating long-range correlation and driving local fluctuation. In contrast it was possible that correlation was simply a result of local activity passively propagating through an interconnected network.

The work discussed in the chapter will be submitted for publication with myself and Jingfeng Li as co-authors. Jingfeng and I collaborated on all stages (data collection, analysis, and write up for publication) of this work. However, I designed the project and impetus for the majority of the analysis came from me. As the senior member of the team I often played the role of mentor for Jingfeng in establishing understanding of the concepts and methods utilized. The text presented here was written by me.

**Introduction:**

Long-range correlations of ongoing fluctuations in the BOLD fMRI signal, functional connectivity, have provided enormous insight into the functional architecture of the brain. Analysis of the pattern of correlation strength has been used to describe the topology of functional networks, their evolution over time and with training, behaviorally relevant topology differences between subjects, and network disruption in disease. However, the mechanism driving inter-regional correlation remains unknown. [2-4, 64, 66-69, 71, 72, 145-147, 150, 207, 208]

It is clear that anatomic connectivity plays a large role in shaping the pattern of functional connectivity. Graph theory analyses of structural (tracer based) and
functional (activity correlation based) network topologies show substantial similarities. [173, 209, 210] However, there are prominent correlations between regions that do not have direct structural connection, for example, left and right V1 are correlated. These correlations may depend on multi-step but nonetheless unusually strong connections. [211] However, the differences between anatomical and functional connectivity networks are suggestive of an additional organizing principle.

Modeling efforts have shown that in networks with brain like topology, random input can lead to patterned long-range correlation across nodes, comparable to functional connectivity. [173, 212] Modeling efforts predict that activity in the network would show a $1/f^\alpha$ power spectrum. [213-217] This type of spectra is common in complex systems and reflects the low probability of activity in the system being synchronized, and therefore large, or increasing probability of activity being desynchronized, and thus smaller, to varying degrees over time. Large events occur rarely and appear as high power low frequency fluctuations while small events occur frequently and appear as lower power high frequency activity. Local BOLD fMRI and oxygen fluctuations have a primarily $1/f^\alpha$ power spectrum. It has been suggested that the local $1/f^\alpha$ power spectrum arises from network interaction.

It is possible that functional connectivity simply represents passive propagation and integration of activity in a structured network. However, it is equally plausible that there is a distinct mechanism organizing or coupling activity in the network. If local $1/f^\alpha$ activity reflects network interaction or if correlation reflects passive propagation of this local activity through the network, correlation should be equally present at all frequencies. However, there is some evidence that correlation may have a distinct
spectral profile. [178, 179, 218, 219] Interpretation of these reports is limited by the narrow frequency range and limited spectral resolution possible with the BOLD data used.

We used oxygen polarography to directly evaluate the frequency dependence of network correlation. Polarography is an invasive alternative to blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI that allows us to record local oxygen fluctuations with much higher temporal resolution, frequency specificity and range than can be achieved with standard fMRI techniques. We measured oxygen fluctuations in the default (bilateral posterior cingulate, PCC, area 23) and visual/attention (bilateral V3) networks in the awake resting macaque. We demonstrate that correlation of oxygen fluctuations follows the inter-regional pattern of BOLD fMRI correlation and find that this correlation is dependent on different frequencies than local activity. In particular correlation depends on a band limited set of frequencies. This implies that inter-regional correlation reflects a distinct mechanism from that reflected in local $1/f^{-\alpha}$ activity. A band limited mechanism is reminiscent of EEG rhythms identified as peaks in an otherwise $1/f^{-\alpha}$ spectra and may imply a pseudo-oscillatory mechanism [220-222]. Intriguingly, although local oxygen fluctuations show a predominantly $1/f^{-\alpha}$ spectrum we note deviations from this profile at the same frequencies that correlation relies on. This is further evidence of for the presence of the band-limited mechanism, and might imply that correlation depends on inter-regional synchronization of local rhythmic or resonant systems.
**Methods:**

**Oxygen Recording:**

Oxygen polarography is an electrochemical technique in which the current flowing between a noble metal cathode and a non-polarizable reference electrode across a fluid bridge, in this case the brain/CSF, becomes proportional to oxygen concentration. [49, 196]. We implemented this technique with specialized platinum microelectrodes (FHC instruments) as a cathode, polarized at -0.8 V compared to a high quality Ag/AgCl reference (anode) (Grass Technologies). A high quality purpose built ammeter (Unisense PA2000) supplied the polarizing voltage and measured current. Oxygen signal response time was limited to 50 ms (20 Hz) by capacitance in the system and was thus filtered at 20 Hz just prior to digitization (Frequency Devices). Our system allows simultaneous recording at 4 sites in awake macaques with a temporal resolution of 50 ms and a spatial specificity of 30-100 microns.

Control of stray current paths was achieved by electrically isolating the entire system using a custom built optical isolator. The anode was placed on the back of the head in an area with no visible muscle movement and the skin was abraded to avoid sweat and movement potentials. These techniques minimize the potential sources for correlated noise in our system.

This technique has a long and well validated history in neuroscience. [109, 195]. Oxygen polarography and BOLD fMRI are very different techniques and should not be considered the wholly interchangeable. However, since blood oxygen is in equilibrium with tissue oxygen, the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI signal is highly related to tissue oxygen concentration. Further, though there are differences, both
measures primarily reflect the same thing, changes in the supply and demand of oxygen.

**Animals, Behavior, Stimulus:**

2 macaques participated in this study. Animals were cared for and handled in accordance with the public health service guide for animal use and all procedures were approved by the Washington University Animal Studies Committee. During recording macaques were fully hydrated and sat head-fixed in a dark room with no expectation of a task or reward. Behavior was unconstrained and macaques naturally settled into a “default” state equivalent to the resting state used in human fMRI. Eye tracking and behavioral monitoring demonstrated that macaques were awake but drowsy and resting comfortably.

**Recording:**

The brain was accessed via bilateral 15 mm chronic recording chambers (Crist instruments). MRI images (Siemens Trio MPRAGE .5 mm isotropic voxels) were obtained including a specialized phantom that allows visualization of the chamber and projection of a chamber based coordinate system into the brain. In one monkey, 2 small manganese chloride injections were placed using this coordinate projection and he was re-imaged to confirm and refine site accuracy. For each recording session, 4 specialized platinum microelectrodes were inserted using the MRI projection into bilateral posterior cingulate (PCC) and area V3, using twin multi-electrode microdrives (NAN instruments). During penetration electrophysiology was recorded from the advancing electrodes. Placement in gray matter was confirmed by multi-unit activity.
We recorded from 16 V3-V3 pairs and 15 PCC-PCC pairs, and 62 across network pairs. Minimum recording length was 30 minutes. Most were at least 1 hour. Data from both monkeys was similar and thus combined. Data was stored at 1 kHz using the Plexon MAP system (Plexon Inc.). To confirm that our correlation results were not driven by systemic noise we also recorded from 27 pairs of electrodes in electrical contact with the monkey but outside the brain. The recordings chambers that allow electrode penetration are filled with saline. To estimate potential correlated systemic noise we recorded oxygen from this saline and estimated the correlation between signals recorded from chambers over each hemisphere (bilateral saline recordings parallel to bilateral cortical recordings). These recordings are sensitive to potential shared noise caused by, monkey movement, shared reference movement, room electrical noise, and any signal distortion occurring along the signal path. Thus they provide a reasonable control for potential non-physiological sources of correlated fluctuation.

**Analysis:**

All analyses were done in Matlab (Matlab Inc. Natick Ma). Since we were focused on correlation of low frequency oxygen fluctuations data was down-sampled from 1 kHz to 40 Hz. Correlation was assessed as Pearson’s r using Matlab’s built in functions. In order to evaluate frequency within specific frequency ranges, the oxygen signals were filtered using Chebyshev type two filters into the band of interest prior to correlation. For assessing correlation as a function of frequency 1/2 octave filters with 1/8 octave overlap were generated across the frequency range .001 to 20 Hz, and correlation assessed for each range. Filtering and assessing correlation avoids assumptions about
periodicity and/or waveform common to mean squared coherence measures of shared signal by frequency. However, since correlation requires a both matched amplitude and phase we also assessed coherence and synchrony. Wavelet-based mean-squared coherence estimates the degree to which the amplitude of fluctuations at a particular frequency is shared between two signals over time. Synchrony evaluates the degree to which the phase of fluctuations at a particular frequency is shared between two signals over time.

Power spectra were assessed using the linear taper method (PMTM in Matlab). The 1/f character of the spectra was assessed by linear regression on the spectrum in log-log space. Deviations from this line were estimated by subtraction. However, subtraction in log space is akin to division in linear space. Thus the resulting value reflects the ratio of total power to power explained by a 1/f fit. This is similar to correlation in which the dot product of the two signals is divided by the square root of the product of variance of the two signals, an estimate of variance shared between two signals. We thus compared the deviation of power by frequency to correlation by frequency. Prior to comparison, units were matched by taking the square root and exponent of the power ratio.

The sampling frequency of our data also allowed us to directly address concerns about respiratory and heart rate (RR, HR) contamination. We estimated the time course of respiratory and heart rate by using a method modified from the one proposed by Fekete et al [223]. Briefly, we identified the time stamps of individual heart pulsations by matching a template of pulsation’s influence on oxygen signal with the recorded oxygen signal. We used the time stamps to calculate the time course of HR. Next, RR
was estimated from respiratory induced modulations in HR. Respiratory sinus arrhythmia is a well-established physiological process[224]. Thus one can infer respiratory rate based on HR fluctuation at around 0.3Hz. We band-pass filtered the time course of HR between 0.2 to 0.4Hz, and the local peaks were recognized as the time stamps of each respiration, which were then used to calculate the time course of RR. Then, we removed the fundamental frequency effect of RR and HR from oxygen signals, by subtracting the timecourses of heartbeat-related and respiration-related artifacts, based on the mean heartbeat-related and respiration-related fluctuations. Finally, we low-pass filtered the RR and HR time series and regressed slow RR and HR fluctuations from the data.

**Results:**

We simultaneously recorded resting state oxygen fluctuations from bilateral posterior cingulate and bilateral area V3 in the awake macaque (Figure 1A). Our results demonstrate oxygen correlation between functionally related regions as predicted by BOLD fMRI functional connectivity. As can be seen in Figure 1B, polarographic oxygen recording captures higher frequencies than can be detected with fMRI. However, after the oxygen signals are filtered into the standard BOLD fMRI range, .01-.1 Hz, they look very similar to resting state BOLD fMRI fluctuations, despite the dramatically higher spatial specificity of our technique compared to BOLD fMRI (30-100 microns vs ~ 3 mm). Further, oxygen fluctuations in this frequency range are correlated across regions in the manner predicted by BOLD fMRI (Figure 1C). All pairs show non-zero correlation similar to the BOLD fMRI global signal (see discussion). However, PCC-PCC and V3-V3 pairs (in network) are more highly correlated than PCC-V3 pairs (out of network).
Functional network specific correlation is the primary finding and definition of fMRI based functional connectivity (In network $r = 0.41 \pm 0.03$ $p<.0001$ and out of network $r = 0.29 \pm 0.02$ $p<.0001$ difference significant at $p<.05$). Given the spatial scale of our recording these results imply that BOLD fMRI functional connectivity represents a well-distributed signal that can be measured in micron scale volumes. System noise is not correlated (not shown, see methods for noise definition).

The higher frequency content of our polarographic recordings allows us to avoid a common artifact in analysis of BOLD fMRI fluctuations. As can be seen in Figure 1B, the high frequency content is highly stereotyped. In separate experiments we recorded simultaneous EKG and found that these pulsations reflect heartbeats. (Figure 2) Because BOLD fMRI typically samples at ~0.3 Hz, the 1-1.5 Hz fluctuations due to heart rate can be aliased into the measured signal. With the high sampling rate of polarography, we can both low-pass filter and/or regress out heart rate from our data. Directly identifying and regressing out the heart rate pulsations is preferable to low-pass filtering alone because regression, unlike low-pass filtering, also removes lower frequency modulations of heart rate. For example, respiratory sinus arrhythmia is a well described fluctuation of heart rate with breath rate. Regression of heart rate can thus also remove breath rate. Figure 1 shows in and out of network correlation after simply filtering our oxygen signals into the common BOLD fMRI frequency range (.01-1.1 Hz). Removal of heart rate (not shown) has minimal impact on these findings, and does not impact the in/out difference, providing further evidence that extra-cortical physiological activity has minimal impact on functional connectivity. Heart rate was regressed prior to analysis shown in figures 3 and 4.
Since we are reporting correlation between functionally related regions and oxygen polarography is an electrochemical measurement, we felt it was possible that the brain’s electrical activity could induce correlated signal fluctuations. In the voltage zone (-0.7 to -0.9 V) over which current is restricted by oxygen concentration, small voltage fluctuations should not drive significant current changes. Further, our system is optically isolated from ground and from all other equipment in lab. Thus no direct path exists for neurophysiological electrical potentials to drive current through our system and disrupt our measurement. However, since current is passing directly through the fluid of measure, CSF, a fluctuating voltage field in the current path could have a small impact on current stability. We directly assessed this by applying an external fluctuating voltage field during in vitro recording. We weighted the small resulting signal fluctuations by the ratio of the external voltage field (measured at the electrode tip) to the magnitude of LFP recorded with the same electrode and concluded that LFPs could at most drive 0.3 % of the total variance of our in brain oxygen recordings. Thus even if neural potentials were perfectly correlated between regions they could not account for enough signal variance to significantly influence the measured correlations.

Figure 3 evaluates oxygen correlation as a function of frequency. To generate figure 3, the post heart rate regression oxygen signal was filtered in ½ octave overlapping bands from .001-20 Hz. Correlation was assessed for each band. In addition we assessed synchrony and coherence (not shown) and identified the same frequency dependence. All three metrics show a band limited relationship between .01-.3 Hz with a peak at ~.06 Hz.
The presence of the same band limiting in all three metrics argues strongly that there is a specific linking mechanism or a specific shared signal operating in this frequency band. Correlation assesses the variance shared between two signals at 0 phase. It is possible that in a long-range network fluctuations at different frequencies experience different delays or interactions in the network and would have a variable of non-zero phase relationship. Band limited coherence rules out the possibility that band limited correlation could arise from different phase jitter at different frequencies. Band limited synchrony rules out the presence of non-zero phase coupling between regions at other frequencies. Together these metrics argue for a frequency limited mechanism orchestrating inter-regional correlation signal.

Band limiting is present within and across networks suggesting a general, and not network specific mechanism. Further, the band limited correlation profile is near identical in both networks (V3-V3 and PCC-PCC). However, in network relationships are significantly stronger for all 3 metrics suggesting that the frequency specific coupling mechanism is stronger within network. There is also a small network specific peak in correlation at ~10 Hz. Out of network correlation at 10 Hz is not different from zero. This correlation is not driven by measured recording noise (yellow trace), should not be driven by electrophysiological interference (see above) and we expect that it reflects a real correlated fluctuation in local oxygen.

The 0.3 and 1.3 Hz correlation peaks reflect respiratory and heart rate respectively (RR, HR). Before evaluating correlation, coherence, and synchrony, heart rate was regressed out of the raw signals. However, this regression does not fully remove HR driven correlation. HR significantly reduces the peak at 1.3 Hz. As mentioned above,
heart rate fluctuates in time with respiration, respiratory sinus arrhythmia. HR regression also significantly reduces the RR peak at 0.3 Hz as expected. Notably the magnitude and frequency dependence of correlation in the .01-.3 range are unchanged by HR regression arguing that low frequency fluctuations in HR and RR do not influence band limiting of correlation. Note that noise (yellow line) in our system does not show the .01-.3 Hz band limiting of correlation. Noise does show some correlation at the frequency of heart rate. This is expected as pulsation moves the chamber saline and slightly disrupts the oxygen gradient to the electrode.

The presence of band-limited activity is also detectable in the local oxygen power spectrum. Figure 4A shows that local oxygen fluctuations primarily have a $1/f^\alpha$ power spectrum consistent with BOLD fMRI signal fluctuations. However, the power spectrum also shows notable deviations from the $1/f^\alpha$ model. These deviations have a similar frequency profile as band-limited correlation. Figure 4B shows the average correlation in frequency space of the power deviations and interregional oxygen correlation frequency profiles across recording pairs. The frequency dependence of power and correlation are significantly related. (p<.0001) Further, consistent with a stronger presence of a band limited mechanism in compared to out of network, the similarity of power and correlation frequency profiles is significantly stronger in network than out of network (p<.05). The deviation from $1/f^\alpha$ is similar in both networks and similarly related to the profile of correlation. These data are consistent with the idea that a single band-limited mechanism drives both the long-range correlation and the deviations in power from the $1/f^\alpha$ model.
Since recording noise also often has a $1/f^\alpha$ spectra, we performed an additional set of controls to confirm that the similarity of the deviations in the local power spectrum and the frequency dependence of correlation did not simply reflect signal to noise. We generated white noise, adjusted the power spectrum and mean correlation of the noise to match the data, and evaluated correlation as a function of frequency. As expected band filtered correlation of this “mean correlated” noise showed no frequency dependence. In order to confirm that we were not missing cross frequency phase relationships in our generated noise we also examined correlation after shuffling signal pairs and after rotating one of the signals in anatomical pairs. After shuffling or rotation, signals were uncorrelated and correlation showed no dependence on frequency.

**Discussion:**

We recorded tissue oxygen fluctuations in two BOLD fMRI defined functional connectivity networks, the default-mode network (bi-lateral PCC) and the visual/attention network (bi-lateral V3.) [68, 147] Our results validate the use of oxygen polarographic recording of tissue oxygen in the awake macaque as an alternative means to study BOLD fMRI defined functional connectivity. Blood oxygen is in equilibrium with tissue oxygen, it is reasonable to assume that oxygen fluctuations we measure are the same phenomena studied with BOLD functional connectivity. Our tool is capable of detecting network specific correlation of oxygen fluctuations, the basic finding of fMRI functional connectivity.

This work has further value in evaluating functional connectivity in the awake but resting macaque. The loud and stimulating BOLD fMRI environment limits the collection
of BOLD fMRI in the awake resting macaque. While humans can fairly easily filter out the fMRI environment, and often even fall asleep during scanning, macaques cannot. The ability to implement our technique in a standard macaque recording environment, in which macaques enter a natural resting state, provides a new view on macaque functional connectivity.

Beyond validation, the ability to detect correlated fluctuations with our technique is informative about the organization of oxygen fluctuations. Our measurements have spatial specificity of 30-100 microns, far below that of BOLD fMRI. Further, our electrodes were only targeted to regions, PCC or V3. Within regions, bilateral sites were not matched by any other criteria. Thus, oxygen fluctuations must be fairly uniform within a region. If they were not, correlation would not be detectable at this level. It was possible that functional connectivity was a regional level phenomenon, requiring the regional level view of fMRI. Functional connectivity could have reflected the average of highly distinct local activity. Instead our results argue that functional connectivity reflects a more uniform signal.

Since we can directly regress out heart rate, and to some degree breath rate, without changing our correlation findings, we argue that physiologic fluctuations in heart or breath rate are not a significant force in driving functional connectivity. In standard BOLD fMRI correlation analyses a common global signal is regressed before correlation and the default and attention networks have a residual negative correlation. Raw ongoing BOLD fMRI fluctuations are highly correlated across the whole brain reflecting a correlated “global” signal. There has been substantial argument about whether the regressed out global signal is measurement noise or a neural signal. In the absence of
correlated noise, or HR or RR driven correlation, the out of network correlation we report supports the idea that the global signal has a neural origin. [30, 225, 226] With only 4 recording sites we cannot directly separate network specific from global shared signals in the current data. Thus we cannot compare possible global positive vs. BOLD fMRI predicted negative correlation between the default and attention systems.

It is also worth noting that prior to any regression or filtering, the oxygen fluctuations are fairly smooth (ignoring the heart rate artifacts). It was possible that BOLD fMRI applied an artificial low-pass filter to abrupt transitions between oxygen levels, or system states. Our observations support the general belief the BOLD fluctuations reflect slowly varying activity. However, occasionally there appear to be abrupt shifts from positive to negative or vice versa that may be reflected in the 10 Hz correlation we report.

The spatial pattern of functional connectivity is highly related to known functional and anatomical architecture. This has led to the proposition that correlation may simply be a result of related functional information spreading, integrating and interfering, across an anatomical “wired” system. [227] In contrast, functional connectivity could result from a distinct mechanism organizing activity between regions. If the inter-regional relationship simply reflected activity propagating within the anatomically wired network, one would expect correlation to evenly reflect activity measured at nodes in that network. Correlation would not show frequency dependence.

The presence of the same frequency structure in coherence and synchrony further supports the idea of distinct mechanism. Transmission delays and filtering properties of
long-range connections could lead to phase changes in the underlying fluctuations during transmission. This could influence temporal dependence of signals in two regions at different frequencies and influence the frequencies over which zero phase correlation was present. However, the presence of the same frequency profile in coherence (phase independent) and synchrony (a specific test for phase alignment) argue that our results are not an artifact of the stringent limits (0 phase and amplitude matching) of correlation or a network filtering artifact. Together these results argue for a frequency specific, rhythmic, linking mechanism.

Clarifying the nature of this mechanism or finding the source of the rhythm will require future exploration. There are three main possibilities, a shared rhythmic input signal driving correlated activity in distant regions, local rhythmic circuitry that is coupled between regions, or network level dynamics leading to frequency limited resonance and a frequency dependence of shared activity or correlation. Brain activity with similar spectral profiles or neural structures that could provide rhythmic input, establish local rhythms or lead to network dynamics are present throughout the nervous system. [180-185, 187, 228-240] However, rhythms in the basal ganglia and thalamus make intriguing candidates.

Activity with the correct frequency structure has been identified in the basal ganglia. [241-243] This activity appears to originate locally in the basal ganglia. However, its frequency is tuned by network level interactions requiring the subthalamic nucleus. Given the role of the basal ganglia in filtering cortical activity and action selection, this rhythm seems a plausible source for cortical network integration. [244] Distinct rhythms with the correct frequency structure have also been identified in thalamic nuclei. [171,
Intriguingly some of these thalamic fluctuations appear to depend at least in part on a specific ATP dependent hyperpolarizing ion channel [247]. It has been suggested that this rhythm may have a non-cortical origin or arise in the interplay between neurons and astrocytes or between neuronal metabolism and vascular supply of metabolites which make them an intriguing candidate for coordinating oxygen fluctuations. [248-251] For a brief review of infra-slow brain rhythms and a discussion of rhythmic vs aperiodic activity see [252].

These results reflect on recent discussions of criticality in the brain. A $1/f^\alpha$ power spectrum or scale free behavior is a hallmark of critical dynamic systems. Scale free features refer to a link between magnitude and frequency. Infrequent events are proportionally larger than frequent events. Thus, the magnitude or power of fluctuations in a signal are proportional to their frequency or follow a $1/f^\alpha$ scaling rule. Critical dynamic systems are systems poised at a critical point between phases. At this point the number of states the system can adopt, and thus the apparent amount of information it can represent can be maximized. The brain is often thought of heuristically as a critical dynamic system poised between global synchrony or global desynchrony and resulting runaway excitation or inhibition. Neural behavior, for instance spiking avalanches, show scale free spatial and temporal properties. [253-255] The size of avalanches scales with their frequency. Functional connectivity also shows scale free features. [174] Network metrics of the pattern of correlation strength show scale free patterns of connections. In addition, over time the degree of global synchrony fluctuates with a $1/f$ character. The $1/f$ power spectrum of local BOLD fMRI fluctuations
have also been tied to the idea of a critical system underlying functional connectivity [217, 256-258]

Our distinctly band limited, not scale free, results argue that it may not be appropriate to link the 1/f local spectrum and the 1/f network features in arguing that functional connectivity is reflective of a critical system. Our results are not in direct conflict with specific hypothesis about critical organization on the local or global scale. However, they suggest that if critical processes are in fact driving local BOLD fluctuations and long-range BOLD correlation, they may not be the same process. If local and long-range synchrony/de-synchrony represent the same process, the scale free features would match, which is not supported by what we observe. Importantly critical dynamic systems theory and oscillatory or rhythmic coupling represent two very distinct models of information processing in the brain [186, 252, 259]. Our results are more consistent with the latter. However, oscillatory coupling among nodes in a network can drive critical behavior of the network as a whole. [256, 260, 261]

Intriguingly, we also observe network specific correlation at ~10 Hz. These results are in contrast with the general feeling that functional connectivity is a slow phenomenon. At the slow sampling rate of BOLD fMRI, fluctuations at this rate would be aliased into very low frequencies, and could impact evaluation of the spectral features of functional connectivity evaluated using BOLD fMRI. However, the actual fluctuations at this frequency represent a tiny signal compared to the overall oxygen signal. It is unlikely that the vasculature could show a coupled oscillation this fast. However it could be driven by correlated metabolic fluctuations in oxygen consumption
at this rate. These could relate to abrupt shifts in direction of the oxygen signal, although we did not directly test that here.

In total, our results demonstrate the viability of using oxygen polarography in the awake macaque to study functional connectivity. The higher temporal resolution and spatial specificity of oxygen polarography allow different insight into the fine scale structure of functional connectivity than is possible with BOLD fMRI. The technical implementation of oxygen polarography in the standard macaque electrophysiology setup allows investigation of functional connectivity under behavioral conditions not possible in the fMRI setting and in the future ready exploration of the neural correlates of functional connectivity. Finally, our spectral analysis of long-range correlated and local oxygen fluctuations suggests the need to incorporate a new mechanism into our understanding of functional connectivity, and suggests that heuristic descriptions of the brain as a complex dynamic system may need to assume different dynamic systems at different scales.

In the future, the high temporal resolution of our technique will allow analysis of the relative phase or directionality and the stationarity of the inter-regional relationships indicated by correlation. In the present case we do not expect a meaningful phase difference between bilateral regions and cannot adequately separate network from global signals to compare phases between networks. While we can evaluate correlation over time, we did not simultaneously measure noise correlation over time and cannot separate meaningful non-stationarity from fluctuations in signal to noise. In the future, these limits can be overcome by placing more electrodes in single networks and adding simultaneous noise recording.
Figure 1 Network Correlated Oxygen Fluctuations in PCC and V3. Panel A shows assumed network relationships of approximate recording sites. Red links denote common (In); blue links denote different (out) network membership. Panel B shows raw and filtered oxygen signals recorded from 3 representative sites. The high frequency modulation in the raw recording is primarily heart rate, see figure 2, after filtering into the 0.01-0.1 Hz range oxygen fluctuations look much like BOLD fMRI fluctuations. Panel C shows the correlation and standard error across pairs of filtered oxygen signals grouped by network membership. Note that all oxygen fluctuations are correlated similar to the BOLD fMRI global signal, but that correlation of network matched oxygen fluctuations is significantly greater, * denotes p<.05. These results validate our use of polarography as a surrogate BOLD fMRI functional connectivity.
Figure 2 Heart Rate Detectable in Oxygen Recording. Panel A shows a sample power spectrum of oxygen fluctuations in log-log space, note the peaks at breath rate and heart rate. Panel B shows an example of simultaneous oxygen and EKG recording, note the trough in oxygen at each beat. Compared to BOLD fMRI oxygen fluctuations can be recorded at much higher temporal resolution. This allows HR to be directly visualized and breath rate to be estimated by respiratory sinus arrhythmia. At the sampling frequency of BOLD fMRI HR and BR are aliased into low frequencies.
Figure 3 Band Limited Oxygen Correlation. Red blue and yellow lines show the dependence of in network, out of network and noise correlation on frequency. Oxygen signals were filtered into discrete frequency bands, $1/2$ octave wide $1/8$ octave overlap, prior to assessing correlation. Correlation between distant oxygen fluctuations is dependent on specific frequencies, i.e. correlation is band limited. Width of the lines indicates standard error of the mean correlation across pairs. Note that both in network and out of network pairs of oxygen show a similar band limiting but that in network is better correlated across the band. Further, note that separately recorded system noise does not show this band limiting. Heart rate induces movement in the chamber saline used for noise recordings drives some correlation. Also note that at ~10 Hz, in network oxygen pairs are significantly correlated while noise and out of network pairs are not. The dependence of correlation on specific frequencies of oxygen modulation is strong evidence that there is a mechanism coordinating this inter-regional relationship.
Figure 4 Local Oxygen Power Spectrum Relates to Band Limited Correlation The left panel shows the power spectrum of oxygen fluctuations (green) in log-log space, a linear fit to that spectrum explaining the log linear portion of the spectrum’s variance (purple), and the residual power around the fit (brown). Consistent with BOLD fMRI signal fluctuations, oxygen fluctuations have a primarily log linear, or scale free, power spectrum. By eye it is clear that the residual power not explained by the log linear fit is present at frequencies similar to the band limited correlation. The right panel quantifies this similarity. The correlation between the square root of the inverse log of the power deviation (to match units) and profile of correlation by frequency is shown. This relationship was assessed for average power and correlation between each pair of recordings and grouped by network membership. Note that both in and out of network oxygen pairs demonstrate this relationship, but that it is stronger in network.
Chapter 5: General Conclusions

The above chapters argued for the motivation, validity, and functional advantages of oxygen polarographic study in the awake macaque. Utilizing the advantages of this approach we provided evidence for a hemodynamically defined macaque default mode and related neural activity, a strong match in both default and stimulus driven cortex between neural and BOLD activity and an active mechanism organizing long-range oxygen correlation. The technical development, testing, and early applications of our oxygen polarographic system described above hopefully highlight not only its power, but inspire ideas for future experiments it enables. This work should be seen as proof of concept, early implementation of and the starting point for an ongoing body of research using the tools we have developed.

Chapter 1 discussed the need to bridge the large body of human BOLD fMRI and animal electrophysiology research. Chapter 2 discussed the development, testing and technical features of the oxygen polarographic system I developed. Simultaneous measurement and direct comparison of BOLD fMRI and electrophysiological views of the brain is exceedingly technically difficult. Oxygen polarography in the awake macaque is an ideal bridge between the two techniques. This tool measures tissue oxygen (a highly related signal to blood oxygen level dependent fMRI) at a resolution and in an environment far more conducive to matched electrophysiological recording in the awake macaque. The oxygen polarographic system developed in chapter 2 allows study of both stimulus driven and ongoing oxygen fluctuations and of their inter-regional
interaction. Thus, it can provide a surrogate for the main phenomena studied with BOLD fMRI.

Although four-site coverage is sufficient for many experiments, the basic template of the system we developed is scalable. The number of sites is only limited by the ability to place electrodes. The resolution of the system is well matched to electrophysiological study, however, there may be cases in which different or multiple resolutions might be valuable, for instance comparing voxel sized recordings to micro scale recordings. [46] The spatial specificity is dependent on electrode tip diameter, which could easily be modified without affecting the function of the system. Further, in cases in which concerns over the nuances of the BOLD fMRI signal arise, our system could be expanded to adjudicate. In addition to oxygen content, BOLD fMRI is influenced by blood flow and volume. While these are normally correlated, occasionally concern that one or the other dominates a particular measurement arises. Measures of blood flow, like thermal clearance, can be readily combined with polarography without affecting the polarographic system.

In chapters 3 and 4 we discussed assessment of stimulus driven and ongoing oxygen fluctuations. Our results validate our ability to study these phenomena and support the use of oxygen polarography as a surrogate for awake macaque BOLD fMRI. In addition, our results provide new evidence of a macaque default mode, the electrophysiology of default-mode network suppression, the link between hemodynamic and electrophysiological views of the brain, and the temporal structure of functional connectivity. The results presented in chapters 3 and 4 are both proof of concept with
our technique and interesting new science. However, they should be seen as merely the beginning.

The present results focused on the mean stimulus response by region or the mean correlation by network. However, there is substantial site by site variability in both the stimulus response and correlation. In the present study a uniform whole field stimulus was used and electrodes were targeted by MRI to disparate regions. These data do not provide much leverage to compare site by site response or correlation differences. In the future we plan to place multiple electrodes in single regions. This will allow comparison of nearby site by site response differences and exploration of their origin. Further it will allow direct evaluation of regional homogeneity of oxygen fluctuations. This will allow evaluation of the role of spatial averaging in detecting BOLD fMRI correlation, and may shed insight into the origin of pair by pair differences in correlation we observe. [46, 262, 263] In addition to cross cortical differences, in the future we will also investigate cross layer differences. [38] We cannot explicitly identify cortical layers. However, since we can record electrophysiology during penetration we can estimate whether we are recording in superficial, deep or midway through the cortical sheet.

In addition to site by site variability in correlation or stimulus response, ongoing oxygen levels and stimulus responses fluctuate with time (or trial by trial). Local BOLD fMRI fluctuations have been tied to fluctuations in threshold perception and continuous performance. [66, 69] This observation has led to the hypothesis that local oxygen level reflects fluctuations in cortical excitability. To test this, we are comparing local oxygen level in the frontal eye fields to the amount of current required to elicit a saccade. The frontal eye fields are an area on the anterior bank of the arcuate sulcus known to
participate in saccade generation. This region is often electrophysiologically defined by the low current, compared to surrounding tissue, required to elicit a saccade. However, the current required varies within the frontal eye fields and with time. Direct stimulation threshold is a clear marker of cortical excitability. If the threshold to elicit a saccade at sites in the frontal eye fields varies with oxygen level it will be direct proof that oxygen fluctuations reflect cortical excitability. Inter-regional correlation strength has been shown to correlate with inter-subject variability. [64] Within subjects correlation strength is known to fluctuate over time and may relate to inter-subject variability in correlation. [264] Given the apparent importance of correlation to brain function and the variability of correlation and function over time it is plausible that network level correlation, in addition to local oxygen level, affects behavioral output. In our stimulation experiments we can also ask if the correlation between right and left frontal eye fields in the time window around stimulation relates to saccade threshold or endpoint. We also expect to evaluate whether local oxygen level or inter-regional correlation predicts response variability, and given the potentially opposing roles of default and task active cortex, whether stimulus response variability is correlated between networks. Further, since we are recording at high temporal resolution, we expect to evaluate whether the results of these lines of inquiry depend on the frequency of oxygen fluctuations we focus on.

We also intend to add simultaneous electrophysiological recording. These recordings will allow us to evaluate the neural correlates of ongoing local oxygen fluctuations and the neural correlates of the portion of the oxygen fluctuations correlated between regions. Multi-site electrophysiological recording will allow us to examine inter-regional neural relationships that may relate to oxygen correlation, for example time
varying phase locking of particular LFP frequencies. We will also evaluate whether trial by trial oxygen response variability reflects neural response variability or variability in neural oxygen coupling. Multi-site within region recording will allow us to evaluate whether site-by-site variability is due to neural response or coupling variability. In all cases, simultaneous recording will allow us to go beyond mere evaluation of correlation or linear transform, and use probabilistic analyses, for example mutual information, to explore what neural features are informative about the oxygen response, or in reverse, what an oxygen response can reliably tell us about a neural response.

Finally, we intend to exploit the power of the macaque platform to explore the relationship between ongoing oxygen fluctuations, oxygen correlation, stimulus response and neural activity under different task conditions and under multiple states of arousal. For example we can evaluate inter-regional correlation or stimulation response of both oxygen and electrophysiological activity as we induce anesthesia, or in addition to the current stimulation vs rest comparison we can ask the monkey to perform a variety of tasks. Both directions, increased (or more specific) and decreased engagement with the world may provide disassociation of particular neural and oxygen activity. Further we expect to apply local drug manipulations. Currently we regularly examine the effects of small, local, injections of muscimol, a GABA antagonist that increases local inhibition and turns off local cortical activity, on behavior. We intend to evaluate the impacts of muscimol on both ongoing and stimulus driven oxygen and neural activity. Whether from these experiments, or a host of others enabled by this system, I expect an exciting future of oxygen polarography-based results to come from the Snyder lab.
Appendix: 1. Cathode Design
Appendix 2 Optical Isolator Design

Schematics
L200 power dissipation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vbatt</th>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>~50%</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&lt;0%</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>shorted</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Component notes:

R801: Use three 11 ohms in ...
R802: Select for 10mA in LED801

---

Charger configured for:

Vbatt(max) = Vbat = 14.5V
bat(max) = 1 set = 123mA
123mA / 3400 mAH = 0.036 °C
or 28 hour charge time
Temporarily pressing S801 connects battery to isolated lity and then disconnects battery from charger.

Temporarily pressing S802 disconnects battery from isolated lity and then reconnects it to the charger.

Battery voltage drops below 10.5 volts (100% discharge) and disconnects from isolated circuitry begins recharging.

Rising threshold is 400mV typ.
Hysteresis is 6.5mV typ.
Temperature threshold is 400-6.5 = 393.5mV typ.

04/30/10: Changed LED803 pin assignment
04/21/10: Added C804 and R812

Snyder Isolator: Battery Management
Separated Ground Planes
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